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This thesis presents a real-time operating system hardware extension core which supports the integration of hardware accelerators into real-time system-on-chip designs as
hardware tasks. The hardware extension core utilizes reconfigurable logic to manage
synchronization events, data transfers, and hardware task control. A reduction in interrupt latency, frequency, and execution time provides performance and predictability
improvements for real-time applications. Required communication between the CPU and
hardware accelerators is also reduced significantly. Compared to a software implementation, synthetic benchmarks of common synchronization tasks show up to a 41% increase
in synchronization performance. Analysis of a test case design for audio encoding and
encryption using three hardware accelerators shows results of a 2.89× throughput improvement in comparison to the use of software device driver tasks. Overall, this design
simplifies the integration of hardware accelerators into real-time system-on-chip designs
while improving the performance and predictability of these systems.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

With the recent advances in capacity and performance of field-programmable gate array
(FPGA) chips, it has become possible to implement large single-chip systems containing
a microprocessor core and supporting peripherals as well as custom logic for system acceleration. These designs are referred to as systems-on-chip (SOC). The use of SOCs can be
beneficial for the design of real-time embedded systems since computationally expensive
processes can be moved into custom hardware accelerators. The inherent performance
advantage of hardware implementation versus software execution results in a decrease of
the worst-case execution time (WCET) of the task.
Hardware components that perform a specific function within a SOC are referred to as
“hardware accelerators” and can be classified as either tightly-coupled or loosely-coupled.
Tightly coupled accelerators typically utilize the same instruction stream as the CPU and
are often implemented as subsystems of the CPU itself. Conversely, loosely-coupled hardware accelerators operate separately from the CPU with communication occurring over a
shared bus. Loosely-coupled accelerators have the advantage of being able to execute in
parallel with the CPU, but they also have the disadvantage of requiring increased communication overhead [1]. Loosely-coupled accelerators often use interrupts to notify the CPU
that the accelerator state has changed. When used in real-time systems, these interrupts
reduce predictability since the interrupt service routines execute with a higher priority
than other software tasks, possibly interrupting time-critical computations. When executing in parallel with the CPU, these accelerators also increase contention for resources
such as main memory and the system bus which can also reduce the performance of
1

software tasks. Negative performance effects from the use of loosely-coupled accelerators
have been seen with as few as two heterogeneous accelerators competing for system resources [2]. If multiple hardware accelerators perform a uniform function, they can often
be aggregated under a common communication interface to alleviate these problems [3].
However, for heterogeneous accelerators, other methods of reducing overhead must be
considered.
An increase in the number of hardware accelerators in a SOC also increases the complexity of software and device drivers required to service these components. Software
development costs now dominate the costs of these designs and consume up to 80% of
typical SOC development budgets [4]. This cost is increased for each separate hardware
accelerator that is included and further increased for real-time systems by the additional
device driver complexity required to ensure reliability and predictability. Therefore, a
reduction in software device driver complexity can have a great effect on the software
costs associated with a large SOC design. A possible method for reducing these costs is
through the use of a common architecture for hardware accelerators to ensure maximum
hardware and software reuse across multiple SOC projects.
With the use of SOCs increasing rapidly, a large amount of research effort has been
focused on efficiently integrating loosely-coupled hardware accelerators into these systems while decreasing development time and costs. The majority of this research focuses
on increasing the performance of general-purpose (non-real-time) systems without addressing real-time systems issues such as decreased predictability and increased software
complexity.

1.1

Objectives of This Thesis

The primary objective of this thesis is to create a hardware core which provides support for
the integration of loosely-coupled hardware accelerators into real-time SOC designs. We
present a real-time operating system hardware extension core which implements hardware
2

objects for communication and synchronization support in mixed real-time applications.
Specifically, the hardware extension core integrates specialized components for supporting communication and synchronization between the RTOS software tasks executing on
the SOC’s CPU and the hardware accelerators within a mixed real-time application.
In addition to simplifying accelerator integration, the core provides predictability and
performance improvements for systems that utilize it.
For the remainder of the thesis, we refer to the real-time operating system hardware
extension core as “real-time hardware extension core” or RTHEC.

1.2

Contributions of This Thesis

The following contributions resulted from this research:
• A hardware implementation of the RTHEC design which allows integration of hardware accelerators into real-time SOC designs.
• An audio encoding and encryption system which utilizes the RTHEC to improve
peformance and predictability.
• An software package to support synthesizing C functions into RTHEC-compatible
VHDL components.

1.3

Thesis Organization

The thesis is divided into six chapters. Chapters 1 through 3 describe the objectives of the
research, background information, and related research. Chapters 4 through 6 describe
the functions of the RTHEC, a prototype system, and benchmark results. Chapter 7
presents some concluding remarks. Summaries for each chapter are as follows:
• Chapter 1 provides an introduction to our research and the objectives of this thesis

3

• Chapter 2 gives background information on real-time systems and real-time systemon-chip design tools and methodologies.
• Chapter 3 reviews published research related to the integration of hardware accelerators into real-time system designs. Both hardware architectures and design
methodologies are reviewed and the perceived advantages and disadvantages of each
are presented.
• Chapter 4 presents the Real-Time Operating System Hardware Extension Core
(RTHEC). Implementation details for each component of the core are presented.
Communication protocols are documented for both internal and external interfaces.
Design decisions are justified.
• Chapter 5 describes a prototype system which utilizes the RTHEC for hardware
accelerator management. The system encodes an audio stream using the ADPCM
algorithm and then encrypts the results using the AES algorithm.
• Chapter 6 presents benchmark results from systems using the RTHEC. Synthetic
benchmark results are presented for synchronization latency, interrupt latency, jitter, and scalability as well as results from the Hartstone and ThreadMetric synthetic
benchmark suites. The ADPCM-AES case study system was also benchmarked and
results are presented.
• Chapter 7 provides conclusions of this research and describes future work planned
in this area.

4

Chapter 2: Background

This chapter provides a brief background on topics related to this thesis. In Section 2.1,
a summary of key concepts for real-time systems is presented. Section 2.2 provides information on the system-on-chip design flow and the steps within it. Section 2.3 describes
the Altera design flow and tools which were utilized for this project.

2.1

Real-Time Operating System Concepts

2.1.1

Definition

A real-time operating system (RTOS) is a collection of hardware or software components
which provide services to help real-time tasks meet their deadlines in time-critical systems.
These services include task scheduling, inter-task communication, synchronization, memory management, time management, and interrupt management. A distinguishing feature
of an RTOS when compared with a general purpose operating system is that it provides
mechanisms to an application which allow it to meet strict timing constraints and remain
responsive [5]. Multiple algorithms are available for task and event management within
an RTOS and each provides advantages for different scenarios. For example, scheduling
algorithms vary in performance based on the rate of asynchronous task executions within
the system. As a result of these variations, many different RTOS implementations are
available today which target specific market segments such as automotive, aerospace and
others.

5

2.1.2

Task Model

The following timing parameters are used in the sections below to describe RTOS concepts:
• Task τi : The ith real-time task defined in the system.
• Job τi,j : The j th instance of execution of task τi . The instructions executed for this
job are defined by τi .
• Release time ri,j : The time when the j th job of task τi is released for execution.
• Deadline Di,j : The time by which a job τi,j must finish
The precision of the release time and deadline are determined by the minimum time
increment for the individual application and operating system.
2.1.3

Deadline Types

Real-time tasks are those for which the value of their output is dependent on the task’s
response time relative to its deadline. Real-time deadlines can be classified into three
categories: hard, firm, and soft [6].
Hard deadlines are those that must be achieved or a critical failure of the system could
occur. An example of a task with a hard deadline would be an air-bag restraint system
in an automotive application. Once a collision has been detected, the air bags should be
deployed within a maximum amount of time or serious injuries to the passengers could
occur.
Firm deadlines are deadlines that should be met, but a limited number of these tasks
are permitted to miss their deadlines before system failure occurs. If a firm deadline is
missed, the affected task should be aborted since the outputs are no longer relevant to
the system. An example of a task with a firm deadline would be the updating of an LCD
display in an aircraft cockpit. If the task is set to update the display every 50 milliseconds
6

and the system requirement is that the display must be updated at least once every 100
milliseconds, then one out of every two jobs can miss their deadline without resulting in
a system failure.
Finally, soft deadlines are those which should be met to achieve the best task performance and responsiveness. In the event of a missed soft deadline, the system continues
to function with a decreased level of performance, but it does not cause a critical system
failure. An example of a task with a soft deadline would be a video decoding task for an
in-car entertainment system. A missed deadline for this task would degrade the quality
of the video but it would not result in a failure of the system.
2.1.4

Periodic versus Aperiodic Tasks

Real-time tasks are also categorized as having periodic or aperiodic activation modes [6].
Tasks with a periodic activation mode are released for execution at fixed time intervals.
It is common for the deadline of these tasks to be equal to the period such that each
released job τi,j must be completed before the next job, τi,j+1 is released. This model of
execution allows for simple schedulability analysis since the release times are known in
advance.
Aperiodic tasks are those that are released in response to an external event and their
release time is not known in advance. An overload condition is said to occur when many
aperiodic task activations occur in a short time interval, possibly causing some tasks to
miss their deadlines. In order to prevent overload and simplify schedulability analysis,
a minimum inter-arrival time can be specified such that two successive aperiodic task
executions will be separated by a minimum time interval. This type of task is referred to
as a sporadic task.
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2.1.5

Scheduling Algorithms

The choice of scheduling algorithm is critical to ensuring that real-time task deadlines can
be met. Scheduling algorithms can be defined as either fixed-priority or dynamic-priority.
Fixed-priority algorithms are those where each task is assigned a static priority prior
to system execution. The most common fixed-priority algorithm is the rate-monotonic
algorithm. This algorithm is used for systems with periodic tasks and assigns higher
priority to tasks with higher frequencies of execution [7].
Dynamic priority algorithms are those where the priority is dependent on a parameter
of the task during execution. Earliest-deadline-first (EDF) scheduling is the most common
dynamic priority algorithm and is used widely in systems with a high number of aperiodic
tasks. For this algorithm, the task with the earliest deadline in the future always has the
highest priority [7].
2.1.6

Synchronization

Common applications of real-time systems require that tasks be able to communicate with
each other. This communication takes the form of synchronization or data communication
between tasks. In order to maintain scheduling and data integrity, this communication
must be strictly controlled by the real-time kernel.
Synchronization Primitives
Synchronization primitives provided by a real-time kernel are used to share resources between tasks, synchronize related tasks (e.g., to synchronize producer and consumer tasks),
or to protect critical regions of code [5]. Examples of basic synchronization primitives
commonly provided by real-time kernels are the mutex and the semaphore.
The mutex (also known as a binary semaphore) is a mechanism that can be used to
protect a resource shared by multiple tasks through mutual exclusion. Mutexes can have
a value of either 1 (available) or 0 (unavailable). Once a task acquires a mutex lock, all
8

other tasks that request the lock will be blocked until the mutex is released by its current
owner. Mutexes are often used to protect shared memory between tasks or to control
access to a peripheral that cannot be shared such as a disk or printer.
A semaphore is similar to a mutex except that it is often able to count higher than one
(referred to as a counting semaphore). This allows semaphores to be used for protecting
pools of resources or as a simple method of signalling resource availability among tasks.
Communication Primitives
A common method of communication between between tasks in a simple real-time system is the use of shared memory protected by a semaphore or mutex. For larger designs
with higher complexity, it is often preferable within larger systems to use primitives designed for efficient and predictable data exchange. Common examples of communication
primitives provided for this by real-time kernels are the mailbox and the queue.
A mailbox is similar to a binary semaphore except that a piece of information can
be passed to the pending task. The passed information can be a single piece of data,
a pointer to a data structure in memory, or a key used to access a mutually exclusive
resource. Multiple tasks can pend on a mailbox but once posted to, only one task will
acquire the mailbox and thus the information contained within it.
Queues are similar to mailboxes except that they can queue multiple requests as well
as queue multiple pieces of data posted to it. Similar to semaphores when compared to
mutexes, queues are often used to protect a pool of multiple mutually exclusive resources
for which state information is required by the requesting task.
Priority Inversion
Priority inversion is a situation that can occur in a real-time system that uses mutual
exclusion where a low priority task blocks the execution of a higher priority task when
they share no resources.
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An illustration of how this could occur is shown in Figure 2.1. In this example, the
higher priority task TH becomes ready at (1) and preempts the lower priority task TL .
Since TL holds a resource required by TH , execution is returned to TL at (2) so that it
may complete its critical section and release the shared resource. During this critical
section, TL is preempted by a medium priority task TM at (3) due to its higher priority.
When TM completes execution at (4), execution returns to TL . Once TL has completed
its critical section at (5), execution is returned to the high priority task TH .

Figure 2.1: Illustration of the priority inversion problem
The problem with this situation is that the high priority task TH was blocked by the
lower priority task TM between (3) and (4) for an indefinite amount of time. This could
cause tasks to miss deadlines which is unacceptable in hard real-time systems.
One simple solution to the problem of priority inversion is the use of the Priority
Inheritance Protocol. Using this method, when a low priority task TL task holds a
resource requested by a higher priority task TH , the priority of TL is changed to match
TH . This means that a medium priority task cannot preempt TL while it is using this
resource.
An extension of the Priority Inheritance Protocol is the Priority Ceiling Protocol.
When using this method, each resource is assigned a priority equal to the highest priority
task that uses that resource. When a task acquires this resource, it is assigned that higher
priority for the duration of the time it holds it.
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Deadlock
In real-time systems, a deadlock refers to the situation where a task is waiting for a
mutually exclusive resource that it cannot acquire. This can occur if two tasks each own
resources that the other requires to execute. For example, tasks T1 and T2 require the
semaphores S1 and S2 to complete execution. Task T1 owns semaphore S1 and task T2
owns semaphore S2 . The execution of both tasks is blocked by resources held by the
other and neither can proceed.
In many cases, static analysis of task resource requirements can be used to detect deadlock situations. When a deadlock is discovered, avoidance strategies such as semaphore
timeouts or spooling tasks for hardware resources can be implemented to mitigate the risk.
Run-time detection of deadlock situations can also be used to recover system functionality
in the event of a deadlock. If a deadlock occurs very infrequently in a non-critical system,
it may be more economical to implement a watchdog timer which resets the system rather
than implement more costly methods.
2.1.7

Predictability

When designing systems with hard real-time constraints, often the most important consideration is the predictability of the system. Predictability refers to the ability of the
system to guarantee in advance that all hard real-time tasks will be able to satisfy their
timing constraints [6]. The reliability of this guarantee is affected by many factors including the execution time of the task, the interrupts, the design and features of the RTOS
kernel, as well as the underlying hardware architecture.
Effect of Interrupts
In event-driven real-time systems, external interrupts can have a significant effect on the
performance and predictability of the system. This effect is associated with three different
parameters: the interrupt latency, the interrupt service routine (ISR) execution time and
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the frequency of the interrupts.
Interrupt latency is the time between the assertion of an external interrupt and the
execution of the associated ISR. The variability in interrupt latency is referred to as
jitter. Low jitter is desirable as many real-time systems are reactive and must respond to
external interrupts as quickly as possible. Jitter is commonly caused by critical sections
within a software task or RTOS function which require interrupts to be disabled during
execution [8].
The execution of an ISR often causes the preemption of a high-priority software task.
For this reason, it is also desirable to ensure that the execution time of the ISR is minimized and is as deterministic as possible. In order to accomplish this, instructions not
related to clearing the interrupt should be moved to a separate, scheduled software task.
A frequent source of interrupts in a real-time system is the “system tick” which is
used by the RTOS for time-dependent events within an application such as user specified
delays [5]. In general, the system tick is triggered by a periodic interrupt generated
from a real-time clock. The frequency of this interrupt controls the resolution of timing
functions within the system. A higher tick frequency incurs performance penalties due
to more frequent interrupts which increase system load and jitter.
RTOS Kernel Design
Some of the RTOS kernel design factors that affect the predictability of a real-time
application are the scheduling algorithm, the length of the critical sections, and the
implementation of the synchronization primitives.
The choice between a dynamic priority scheduling algorithm (such as earliest-deadlinefirst) and a fixed-priority algorithm (such as rate-monotonic) can greatly impact the failure mode of a system in the event of scheduling overload [9]. The architecture presented
here is built on the rate-monotonic scheduling algorithm as it is implemented in most
commercial real-time operating systems [9].
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The length of critical sections within kernel functions has a significant effect on the
maximum interrupt latency of the system. For this reason, it is desirable to limit the
frequency and length of critical sections so the system can react as quickly as possible to
external interrupts.
Lastly, whenever an event occurs within the system, the RTOS must compute the
effect of the event on all suspended tasks within the system.

For example, in the

MicroC/OS-II RTOS kernel, each system tick causes the kernel to iterate through every task in the system to check if any timeouts have occurred. This method of event
management introduces long delays for systems with a large number of tasks [10].
Hardware Architecture Decisions
Some of the hardware features affecting the predictability of a real-time application relate
to processor type, the use of shared memory, and multi-core capability.
The use of complex instruction set computing (CISC) processors can impact the predictability of a real-time system. These processors often implement long multi-cycle
instructions which cannot be interrupted. These instructions can affect the worst-case
interrupt latency of the system.
In large SOC designs, it is common to implement a direct memory access (DMA)
controller to accelerate memory transfers to peripheral devices. Since both the processor
and DMA controller compete for memory access, the CPU could become blocked from
access while a DMA transfer takes place. In order to account for this possibility, the DMA
transfers can be performed synchronously such that the CPU waits for a DMA transfer to
complete before continuing execution. Alternatively, a “cycle-stealing” DMA controller
with fixed-priority bus arbitration can be utilized which allows real-time analysis of both
the worst-case response time (WCRT) of the DMA transfer and the WCET of software
tasks [11, 12, 13].
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2.1.8

Performance Evaluation

The performance of an RTOS is normally evaluated through various benchmarking methods and metrics. For the evaluation of our RTHEC, we consider various micro-benchmarks
and synthetic benchmarks as well as a real case implementation.
The total amount of CPU time available is critical to the schedulability of software
tasks in a real-time system [6]. Therefore, the amount of CPU time utilized by primitive kernel operations is important for determining the impact of an RTOS on overall
system performance. Measurements of the execution time of individual kernel operations
are referred to as micro-benchmarks and are useful for identifying potential bottlenecks
within an RTOS [14]. Examples of micro-benchmarks common to real-time systems are:
semaphore acquisition and release times, context switch times, or inter-task communication latency.
Synthetic benchmarks have been developed to determine the performance of a realtime operating system as a combination of some of these metrics. Some examples of
synthetic benchmarks designed for real-time systems include:
• The Rhealstone Real-Time Benchmark. This benchmark implements tests for measuring the task switching time, preemption time, interrupt latency, task synchronization time, and deadlock break times of real-time operating systems [15, 16].
The measured times from this benchmark are then combined to form the so-called
Rhealstone value.
• The Hartstone Uniprocessor Benchmark. This benchmark attempts to simulate
certain types of real world applications [17]. The tests involve both periodic and
aperiodic tasks in the presence of synchronization tasks used for resource sharing.
• The Thread Metric Benchmark Suite. This benchmark is a set of C programs
developed by Express Logic as a means of measuring scheduling delays, preemption
times, and synchronization of software RTOS implementations [18].
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The utility of synthetic benchmarks for comparing performance among systems has
been criticized due to the practice of adapting systems or software to achieve better
results [19]. The use of real-world applications is preferred to the use of synthetic tests
as their design represents genuine development practices for production environments.

2.2

System-on-Chip Design

2.2.1

Description of System-on-Chip

A recent increase in integrated circuit (IC) capacity has allowed general-purpose processors and single-purpose hardware accelerators to be integrated into a single chip called
a system-on-chip (SOC). This design method permits the re-use of existing hardware
components or the use of third-party intellectual property (IP) cores which reduces development time, decreases the time-to-market, and increases system performance.
Implementation of SOC designs has been further assisted by the increased capacity
of reconfigurable devices such as FPGAs. The use of FPGAs can decrease the time-tomarket for an SOC design by eliminating many of the costly layout and manufacturing
steps required for standard application-specific integration circuit (ASIC) designs.
The traditional development steps for SOC design include system-level design, hardware/software partitioning, the hardware development flow, the software development
flow, and physical implementation and verification [20].
2.2.2

System-level Design

System-level design is the process of converting the functional specification of a system
into a high-level model. To create these models, specialized languages called system-level
design languages (SLDLs) are used. These languages allow the creation of functional
system models that accurately represent the expected response of a system to a given set
of inputs. Some of the most widely used SLDLs include the Unified Modeling Language
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(UML) [21], SystemC [22], SystemVerilog [23], and SpecC [24]. Extensions to some of
these languages allow software and hardware components to be automatically generated
from the high-level system model in a process known as co-synthesis [25].
The support for modelling timing requirements is limited for most popular SLDLs.
This reduces the utility of these languages for the design of real-time systems. Recent
attempts to address this shortcoming integrate RTOS models into existing SLDLs such
as SystemC [26].
2.2.3

Hardware/Software Partitioning

The next stage of the SOC design flow is partitioning the design into hardware and
software subsystems. When deciding whether to implement a subsystem in hardware or
software, many system objectives must be considered including cost, power consumption,
speed, and flexibility [27].
A common partitioning methodology for SOC design is the Y-chart method, also
known as the separation of concerns and is illustrated in Figure 2.2 [27, 28, 29]. In this
diagram, solid lines represent inputs to a design stage while dashed line represent results
to be used for optimization of the applications or the architecture.

Figure 2.2: Y-Chart/Separation of Concerns for HW/SW Partitioning
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This methodology is useful for programmable embedded systems which are optimized
for multiple applications. The design space is separated into three “concerns” which can
be optimized separately: the applications, the architecture, and the mapping between
them. An instance of an architecture is described and simulated and applications are
mapped onto this architecture. Performance is measured for the set of applications and
results are used to optimize the architecture, applications, or mapping. This process is
iterated until an architecture is found which provides satisfactory performance for all
applications. The final architecture can be used for the full set of applications, reducing
costs through component re-use.
Minimizing communication between hardware and software subsystems over the system bus becomes a critical objective of the partitioning process for real-time systems.
High utilization of the system bus can introduce significant performance and predictability penalties which are difficult to rectify later in the design cycle. Communication
protocols must be developed for each subsystem once the partitioning of the system has
been decided. These protocols define the input, output, and timing requirements for all
communication with the component. Careful design of these protocols ensures that the
integration of all subsystems is successful.
2.2.4

Hardware Development

The hardware development process refers to the steps involved in the transformation of a
functional specification or model into a silicon or FPGA implementation. The high cost
of custom hardware development has traditionally limited its use to high-performance
designs where the added costs are justifiable. Decreasing hardware costs, however, have
made hardware acceleration attractive to a broader audience of designers who desire the
performance and power consumption benefits.
The most common abstraction level for the development of hardware accelerators is
the register-transfer level (RTL). This is a cycle-based model where register transfers and
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logic operations are described for each clock cycle of the device. As the logic capacity
of integrated circuits continues to increase, the design effort required for RTL limits its
effectiveness for large, highly complex designs which become possible. When limited to
the RTL abstraction level, the gap between chip capacity and the ability for designers to
meaningfully utilize it becomes larger. This gap is referred to as the design productivity
gap [4].
System-level design aims to increase design productivity through development at
higher abstraction levels than RTL. Using a high-level language to synthesize hardware
logic is referred to as high-level synthesis (HLS). While HLS tools have been available
for many years, only recently has the technology progressed to a point where it has
seen wide-spread adoption by SOC designers. According to a survey commissioned by
Mentor Graphics, 58% of IC design professionals said they were using, implementing, or
evaluating high-level synthesis for their designs in 2011 [30].
Hardware/Software Codesign
Hardware/software codesign refers to the process of concurrently developing the hardware and software components of an SOC design. Traditionally, discrete off-the-shelf
components were used to implement large system designs. The software development cycle was then performed using prototype hardware closely resembling the final application.
With the recent growth in system-on-chip design, designers often replace these discrete
components with custom hardware accelerators which provide higher performance and
lower power consumption. However, the additional time required for custom hardware
development increases the time-to-market for these applications. To mitigate this delay,
the designs can either use pre-developed third-party IP cores or use co-design techniques
for the hardware and software components of the SOC.
A comparison of the co-design flow with the standard SOC design flow is shown in
Figure 2.3. For the co-design flow to be successful, it is critical that accurate hardware
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models are available to the software development team. A common technique to achieve
this is the creation of a “virtual platform” for use by software developers. A virtual
platform is a software emulator which accurately simulates the functionality of a complete SOC design. Tools for virtual platform development allow for the use of high-level
languages such as SLDLs to describe the hardware functionality prior to register-transfer
level (RTL) design and prototype availability. Some SLDLs such as SystemC allow these
descriptions to be used to create cycle-accurate hardware models for more accurate emulation.

(a) Traditional design flow

(b) Hardware/software codesign flow

Figure 2.3: Comparison of typical SOC design flows
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2.2.5

Software Development

The development of software applications and drivers is a critical and costly step in the
system-on-chip design flow. With software development costs now consuming up to 80%
of typical SOC development budgets, reducing the complexity of this software can have
a large impact on the cost and time-to-market for products using these chips [4].
The software components for an SOC can be separated into the following categories
[31]:
• Application Software: Application-specific software that defines the overall functionality of the system. This software is developed by the team that is utilizing the
SOC to implement a product.
• Middleware: Re-usable components which provide services to application software
which are not available from the operating system itself. Common middleware
libraries for embedded systems provide functions for implementing user interfaces,
accessing databases, file system access, or network communication.
• Operating System: A set of core services which allow application software tasks
to share resources such as processor time, memory, and access to peripheral devices.
These services include task scheduling for multitasking applications, memory management, event management, and time-related functions such as delays. A real-time
operating system (RTOS) provides timing constraints to ensure that critical tasks
finish execution prior to their deadline.
• Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL): Provides abstract interfaces for software
to access hardware components. By ensuring that the software interface is consistent, hardware components can be changed without requiring modification of the
application software, middleware, or operating system.
• Device Drivers: Map the interfaces provided by the hardware abstraction layer to
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the hardware components that are being accessed. Each unique hardware component requires a device driver which implements the correct initialization sequences
and communication protocols for device operation.
Software components which directly communicate with the hardware of the system
are referred to as hardware-dependent software (HdS). As SOC designs become more
complex, the cost of developing this software increases dramatically [31].
2.2.6

Physical Implementation and Verification

The final stage of system-on-chip development is the implementation of the design as an
ASIC or FPGA. If the design targets ASIC implementation, then hardware prototyping
and emulation at reduced clock speeds is used to verify the software functionality prior
to chip fabrication. If the final product will be implemented using FPGAs, debugging
and verification take place using FPGAs similar to what will be used in production.
Debugging and verification of large SOC designs can be a lengthy process depending
on the complexity of the hardware and software components. Many performance metrics
can only be accurately measured once both software and hardware components are ready
for testing. These include:
• Timing characteristics
• Communication latency and throughput
• Bus contention
• Task schedulability
• Power consumption
Changes are often required to software or hardware components to rectify any unsatisfactory performance measurements. If major performance problems are encountered,
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architectural changes such as re-partitioning could be required, which would incur a significant time investment.

2.3

Altera SOPC Design Flow

Altera Corporation is a provider of high-density FPGA devices as well as software to
develop for and program these devices. This project heavily utilized these tools to develop
the RTHEC prototype described later. This section provides the necessary background
to understand each tool and the role it performs within the design process.
The Altera embedded development flow is used for projects implementing systemon-programmable-chip (SOPC) designs using the Nios-II 32-bit soft-core processor. The
embedded development flow is shown in Figure 2.4 and can be separated into four key
steps: hardware development, system assembly, software development, and testing and
debugging.
2.3.1

Hardware Development

The development process for custom hardware accelerators in the Altera design flow is
similar to the process used for other FPGAs or ASICs. Specification of the design logic
can be performed using either the VHDL or Verilog hardware development language and
simulated using industry-standard electronic design automation (EDA) tools.
Hardware accelerators must present interfaces that comply with Altera’s Avalon bus
standard in order to properly integrate with an Altera SOPC design. This requirement
ensures that all accelerators can communicate with other hardware components within
the system without the need for bridge components to connect dissimilar buses. An
interface wrapper can be used for existing accelerators that are ported to the Altera
platform which do not present an Avalon interface. Hardware components that comply
with the Wishbone bus specification require only minimal modifications because of its
similarities with the Avalon bus standard [33].
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Figure 1–1 illustrates the overall Nios II system design flow, including both hardware
and software development. This illustration is greatly simplified. There are numerous
correct ways to use the Altera tools to create a Nios II system.
Figure 1–1. General Nios II System Design Flow
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Figure 2.4: The Altera embedded design flow [32]

(1) For details of the hardware flow, refer to Figure 1–2.
(2) For details of the An
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custom hardware accelerators is the use of pre-

(3) For details of the software debug flow, refer to Figure 1–5.

developed IP cores. These IP cores can be used to accelerate common SOPC functions
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without the lengthy development times associated with hardware development. A wide
range of IP cores are provided by Altera as part of their design suite. This set includes
processors, memory controllers, hardware queues, bridges, specialized accelerators, and
other peripherals. Additional IP cores can be obtained from third-party providers such
as OpenCores, an open-source IP core repository [34].
1–4
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Figure 2.5: The Altera design flow for hardware integration [32]
Although you develop your FPGA-based design in SOPC Builder, you must perform
the following tasks in other tools:
The software tools used to complete this process are the Altera SOPC Builder and
■ Connect signals from your FPGA-based design to your board level design
Quartus II applications. SOPC Builder is a graphical tool which allows system designers
■ Connect signals from your SOPC Builder system to other signals in the FPGA logic
to quickly connect components and automatically synthesize the necessary interconnect
■ Constrain your design
logic for an SOPC design. A screenshot of the SOPC builder tool is shown in Figure 2.6.

Connecting Your FPGA Design to Your Hardware
To connect your FPGA-based design
24 to your board-level design, perform the
following two tasks:
1. Identify the top level of your FPGA design.
2. Assign signals in the top level of your FPGA design to pins on your FPGA using
any of the methods mentioned at the Altera I/O Management, Board

Figure 2.6: Screenshot of the Altera SOPC Builder application
The system designer can use SOPC Builder to specify many different attributes of
the system such as:
• Which hardware components are included in the system
• Connections between hardware ports within the system
• Clock frequency and domains
• Memory addresses of each port within the system
• Interrupt connections and priorities
The output of the SOPC Builder application is a synthesizable version of the system
described in either Verilog or VHDL. The Altera Quartus II design software can then be
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used to map the system inputs and outputs to pins on the FPGA being targeted. The
project can then be synthesized into an FPGA configuration that can be downloaded and
tested.
2.3.3

Software Development

The steps for software development within the Altera embedded development flow include device driver development, the creation of board-support packages (BSPs), and
application development.
Device Driver Development
Device drivers are software components used to simplify communication between application software and hardware devices within the system. The Altera hardware abstraction
layer (HAL) is a framework for developing device drivers within the Altera design flow.
The HAL framework allows device driver developers to present a common application
programming interface (API) to applications to simplify communication with hardware
components. The position of the Altera HAL within a software application hierarchy is
shown in Figure 2.7.
Devices that utilize the HAL can be grouped into two categories: generic devices
and non-generic devices [35]. Generic devices are those that are commonly implemented
and a HAL model is provided by Altera. This category includes character-mode devices,
timer devices, flash memory devices, DMA devices, Ethernet devices, and file systems.
The HAL framework provides a set of services for these devices which allow application
developers to use standard C library functions to control them without knowing specific
information about the device itself. For example, the fopen command can be used to
open a file on a device using the HAL file system model regardless of the file system type
or storage device type. Non-generic devices are those for which a HAL model does not
exist and application developers must use non-standard function calls provided by the
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Figure 2.7: HAL-based software hierarchy [35]
device driver to communicate with them.
A device driver utilizing the HAL framework can provide multiple types of routines
to the application to control the associated device. The only mandatory requirement
for a device driver to be considered HAL-compliant is a set of C macros for accessing
the device’s I/O registers. In addition to these macros, the device driver can provide
variables to store the current state of the device, initialization routines, control and
communication routines, interrupt service routines, and scripts to assist integration with
the board support package.
Board Support Packages
A board support package (BSP) is a set of software libraries which enable application
creation for a development board containing a custom SOPC design. The availability of
a BSP for an SOPC design enables end-users to develop software applications without
the need to gather all of the correct device drivers necessary for each component. Altera
provides tools as part of its Software Build Tools (SBT) suite to automatically generate
a BSP for a system given the hardware configuration, the functionality required, and a
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set of supporting device drivers for each hardware component.
The Nios II BSP editor, shown in Figure 2.8, is a GUI application which allows the
system designer to customize some of the BSP settings to match an individual system.
Components of the BSP that can be customized using this editor include the C library
type, supported programming languages, device driver types, timer settings, compiler
debugging and profiling switches, and configuration settings for supported operating systems.

Figure 2.8: The Altera BSP editor software

Further customization of the BSP can be performed by manually editing BSP configuration files. For example, the system initialization sequence can be customized which
allows system designers to alter how devices are initialized when the system is powered
on.
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Software Application Development with MicroC/OS-II
BSPs generated with the Altera SBT can optionally include a port of the MicroC/OSChapter 1: First Time Designer's Guide
Embedded System Design
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II RTOS based on the HAL framework. Applications developed with this BSP can
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you should scheduling,
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II integrated development environment (IDE) which is based on the open source Eclipse
f For further information about the Nios II IDE, refer to Appendix A. Using the Nios II
IDE [36]. The
functions performed by the Nios II IDE are the same as those that can
Integrated Development Environment in the Nios II Software Developer’s Handbook.

be performed with the SBT, but with a much lower learning curve. Figure 2.9 shows the
Figure 1–4 illustrates the available Nios II software development flows.

Altera software development flow using either of these methods.
Figure 1–4. Nios II Software Development Flows: Developing Software
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good reference points and starting points for your own software development
projects. The Hello World Small example program illustrates how to reduce your code
size without losing all of the conveniences of the HAL.
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Altera recommends that you use an Altera development kit or custom prototype
board for software development and debugging. Many peripheral and system-level
features are available only when your software runs on an actual board.

2.3.4

Testing and Debugging

Troubleshooting problems with large SOPC designs can be a significant challenge for
system developers. Since these systems are a combination of hardware and software
components, it is often difficult to pinpoint the exact subsystem that is malfunctioning.
Successful troubleshooting requires the user to be competent in both hardware and software debugging techniques. This troubleshooting process for Altera SOPC systems can
be assisted with the use of specialized debugging tools provided as part of the Altera
design suite.
For hardware debugging, the SignalTap II Embedded Logic Analyzer allows the developer to observe the state of hardware components during system execution. The
debugging process is similar to the one used for large, benchtop logic analyzers used to
debug non-reconfigurable hardware designs. To accomplish this task, the software inserts
logic analyzer blocks into the SOPC design prior to synthesis. The configuration and
size of these blocks is dependent on the signals that the user wishes to observe and the
available resources within the FPGA device. Acquisition triggers can be time-based or
state-based to allow the design to observe the state of the hardware surrounding the
time that an error occurs. The SignalTap II software is shown debugging the RTHEC
prototype design in Figure 2.10.
System Console is an additional hardware debugging tool which implements a Joint
Test Action Group (JTAG) interface within the design. This interface is a standardized
debugging port which allows the user to directly communicate with the processor and
other hardware components within the system. The developer can modify the state of
the device and observe the results without waiting for the state to occur through normal
software execution. This accelerates debugging for issues where the problem state occurs
very infrequently.
For software debugging, the Nios II GNU Debugger (GDB) allows the user to observe and control the state of a Nios II processor during software execution. Software
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Figure 2.10: The Altera SignapTap II software debugging the RTHEC prototype
applications can be stepped through instruction-by-instruction, stopped at specific points
during execution, or have their register states modified manually to debug problematic
states. While GDB is a command line tool that can be used directly, Altera also provides a graphical front-end named FS2 Console which has a simpler interface and allows
automation of debugging using the TCL scripting language.

2.4

MicroC/OS-II Real-Time Operating System

MicroC/OS-II is a real-time operating system developed and sold commercially by Micrium Inc. The original version, µCOS, was first published in 1992 as an article in the
magazine “Embedded Systems Programming” [37]. It is now one of the most well supported real-time operating systems with support for over 50 processor architectures and
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is used in a wide variety of avionics, automotive, and industrial applications [38].
2.4.1

Operating System Structure

The MicroC/OS-II operating system can be separated into three main components: the
kernel, the application configuration, and the processor-specific port. Applications developed using MicroC/OS-II utilize these components together with a hardware platform to
compose a complete system as shown in Figure 2.11.

Figure 2.11: Structure of a MicroC/OS-II-based system
The MicroC/OS-II kernel is written entirely in ANSI C while processor-specific components are implemented in both ANSI C and assembly. The choice of ANSI C ensures
portability across a wide range of embedded devices. It also allows validation of kernel
functions to ensure compliance with standards required for some safety-critical systems.
The MicroC/OS-II kernel has received the highest certification under the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) DO-178B standard for avionics software. It has also achieved
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99% compliance with the Motor Industry Software Reliability Association (MISRA-C) C
Coding Standards for vehicle-based software [38].
The MicroC/OS-II kernel is small when compared to general purpose operating systems: it is composed of ten source files which contain approximately 5,000 lines of source
code.1 The size of the kernel when compiled is between 5 and 24 kilobytes which depends
heavily on the configuration specific to the application being developed. The kernel can
optionally be stored in read-only memory (ROM) which ensures that the CPU instructions are not modified after the system is implemented.
The kernel provides a number of services for real-time applications including:
• Task control and scheduling
• Synchronization services for semaphores, mailboxes, queues and flags
• Interrupt management with support for nested interrupts
• Memory partition allocation and management
• Time delay and timeout services
All but one of the kernel functions are deterministic so the execution time taken does
not depend on the number of tasks executing within the system. Critical sections within
kernel functions are protected by disabling interrupts during their execution.
The application configuration file is a C header file which allows the operating system
to be tailored for an individual application. Using this file, operating system services can
be enabled or disabled and the number of tasks, events, and memory partitions can be
modified to reduce the overall footprint of the operating system.
Sections of the operating system which are dependent on the underlying hardware
are separated into a MicroC/OS-II “port” for processor-dependent routines and a board
support package (BSP) for additional hardware provided on a system board. The port
1

Source code line count generated using David A. Wheeler’s ‘SLOCCount’.
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describes processor-specific attributes such as the ordering of data items within memory
(the processor’s “endianness”) and implements routines required by the operating system
such as context switches, interrupt control, and timer control. A large number of ports
have been developed for MicroC/OS-II to support most popular process architectures
including Intel x86, ARM, MIPS, Xilinx Microblaze, and Altera’s Nios-II.
2.4.2

Task Management

The MicroC/OS-II kernel supports the creation of up to 64 tasks with 8 tasks reserved
for kernel services leaving a possible 56 user tasks. Each task is assigned a unique priority
which can be changed during system execution. The priority and other information about
each task is stored in a data structure called a “task control block” (TCB). The TCBs
for all tasks are stored as a linked list and contain the following information: the priority
of the task, the task’s stack location, links to the previous and next TCB in the linked
list, a pointer to the event the task is waiting on (if any), data storage for inter-task
communication, the requested delay time for the task (if any), and the task state. Each
task within the system can be in one of five possible states:
• Ready: The task is ready to execute as soon as it is the highest-priority ready task
• Running: The task is currently executing
• Suspended: The task is waiting for an event or timeout to occur within the system
• Dormant: The task has been deleted and must be re-created in order to execute
• ISR: The task was previously running but was interrupted and an interrupt service
routine (ISR) is currently executing
These states and the transitions between them are shown in Figure 2.12. Transitions
between these states are caused by either a MicroC/OS-II function call (indicated by the
“OS” prefix) or an event within the system which affects task scheduling.
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Each task typically is an infinite loop that can be in any one of five states: DORMANT, READY , RUNNING, WAITING
FOR AN EVENT, or INTERRUPTED (see Figure 2-3). The DORMANT state corresponds to a task which resides in
memory but has not been made available to the multitasking kernel. A task is READY when it can execute but its
priority is less than the currently running task. A task is RUNNING when it has control of the CPU. A task is
WAITING FOR AN EVENT when it requires the occurrence of an event (waiting for an I/O operation to complete, a
shared resource to be available, a timing pulse to occur, time to expire etc.). Finally, a task is INTERRUPTED when
an interrupt has occurred and the CPU is in the process of servicing the interrupt. Figure 2-3 also shows the functions
provided by µC/OS-II to make a task switch from one state to another.

WAITING

OSMBoxPost()
OSQPost()
OSQPostFront()
OSSemPost()
OSTaskResume()
OSTimeDlyResume()
OSTimeTick()

OSTaskDel()

OSTaskCreate()
OSTaskCreateExt()

DORMANT

OSMBoxPend()
OSQPend()
OSSemPend()
OSTaskSuspend()
OSTimeDly()
OSTimeDlyHMSM()

OSStart()
OSIntExit()
OS_TASK_SW()

READY

Interrupt

RUNNING

ISR
OSIntExit()

OSTaskDel()
Task is Preempted
OSTaskDel()
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2.4.3

Event Management

The MicroC/OS-II kernel supports five event types: semaphores, mutexes, mailboxes,
queues, and flags. The number of events available to an application is configurable using
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the configuration header file described earlier.
A data structure called an “event control block” (ECB) is used to store information
about each event. The ECB contains the event type, a list of tasks waiting on the event,
and required data such as the count for semaphores or memory location for queues. The
ECB is referenced or modified each time an application calls any event-related service.
The relationship between tasks, ISRs, and an ECB is illustrated in Figure 2.13. This
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Figure 2.13: Relationship between MicroC/OS-II event control blocks and tasks [10]
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µC/OS-II maintains the state of an ECB in a data structure called OS_EVENT (see uCOS_II.H). The state of an event
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typedef struct {
void
*OSEventPtr;
/* Ptr to message or queue structure */
INT8U
OSEventTbl[OS_EVENT_TBL_SIZE]; /* Wait list for event to occur
*/
INT16U OSEventCnt;
/* Count (when event is a semaphore) */

handle another incoming interrupt. Once the incoming interrupt’s ISR finishes, execution is returned to the original ISR which was interrupted, and the finally back to the
interrupted task.
2.4.5

Time Management

MicroC/OS-II provides services which allow tasks to suspend their execution for a certain
amount of time. These services are grouped under the OSTimeDly group of API functions.
Timing services can also be used by real-time applications to specify timeouts when
pending on events. An arbitrary timeout can be specified and, if the resource is not
made available after the timeout value, execution is returned to the waiting task and it
is notified that a timeout error occurred.
Tracking of the amount of time that has passed is done using a timer “tick” which
occurs at a regular interval. The tick is triggered by an external hardware timer and the
interval is specified in the application configuration. Timer precision can be increased or
decreased by modifying this interval. The predictability of the system can be negatively
affected by a high tick frequency due to the interruption of task execution to service the
timer and perform the necessary scheduling tasks.
2.4.6

Programming Interface

MicroC/OS-II provides a consistent application programming interface (API) for application developers to develop real-time applications. Each kernel function’s name takes
the form shown in Figure 2.14.
The consistency of the API reduces the learning curve for software developers and
increases the readability and maintainability of the source code they create.
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Figure 2.14: Format of MicroC/OS-II operating system API functions
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Chapter 3: Literature Survey

With the increasing size and complexity of real-time SOC designs, a large amount of
research has focused on increasing the performance and predictability of these systems.
This chapter presents a literature review of methods for accomplishing this goal using
hardware/software communication optimizations, RTOS services implemented in hardware, and architectural support for hardware tasks in real-time SOC designs.

3.1

Hardware/Software Communication

The partitioning of embedded systems into hardware and software components and the
communication between them is an integral part of system-on-chip design. This section
outlines some methodologies and architectures that have been presented for optimizing
communication between hardware and software tasks within an embedded system.
In [39] the authors present the CUBA Infrastructure for Guided Application Remapping (CIGAR) methodology for developing highly parallel co-processors using automatic
hardware/software partitioning. The presented methods allow for profiling, partitioning,
and emulation of the system to determine the ideal co-processor implementation. The resulting system utilizes the Champaign-Urbana-Barcelona Architecture (CUBA) communication architecture in which data structures are mapped to co-processor local memory
in order to reduce or remove complexities associated with data marshaling [40]. The authors demonstrate the use of their partitioning methodology for SPECint2006 benchmark
applications. The analysis is strictly qualitative in nature and no performance evaluation
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results are presented.
In [41] the authors introduce the HybridOS architecture which provides a set of operating system extensions used for the integration of fine-grained hardware accelerators
into general-purpose computing platforms. A GNU/Linux software API is provided with
a standard hardware interface for accelerators residing on reconfigurable devices. The
performance of five accelerator access methods for data marshaling and CPU to accelerator communication are evaluated. These access methods include the standard device
driver model as a baseline performance test, the use of user-space buffers, mapping of
user-space virtual memory to DMA buffers, uncached direct accelerator mapping into
user-space, and cacheable direct mapping. A JPEG encoding case study was evaluated
and results showed that the cacheable direct mapping access method provided the best
performance for this application.

3.2

Hardware RTOS Kernels and Extensions

The implementation of RTOS kernel primitives in hardware has also been explored as a
means of accelerating real-time systems through a reduction of RTOS CPU utilization.
An early example of this technique is the Real-Time Unit (RTU) presented by Lindh
et. al. in [42]. The authors implement the RTU as an ASIC coprocessor which provides
scheduling, time, and resource management for real-time tasks implemented in software.
The applicability of the RTU to multi-processor systems is demonstrated in [43] as part
of the Scalable Architecture for Real-time Applications (SARA). The results from this
test indicate that the RTU increases system performance when compared to a software
RTOS by a small margin, but that the performance was hindered by its slow connection
to the CPU through a PCI bus. In [44] the RTU is integrated with the MicroC/OS-II
RTOS and performance measurements show speedups of 0.71x to 3.7x for common RTOS
functions.
Recent research into the acceleration of real-time systems has extended the focus
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from accelerating only core RTOS functions to include acceleration of real-time application tasks. In [45] the authors present the hthreads hardware microkernel which aims
to provide common RTOS services to both software threads and hardware accelerators
within a reconfigurable system. Services such as scheduling, synchronization, and interrupt management are implemented in reconfigurable logic and presented through a
custom POSIX-like API. The kernel supports concurrent execution of up to 256 hardware threads and 256 software threads. The hardware thread interface (HWTI) presented
in [46] is used as a wrapper for hardware accelerators within the system which allows a
common interface to be presented to the hthreads kernel. Performance results indicate
a 9.4x speedup for a matrix addition application executing with one hardware and one
software thread [47]. This project has been further developed with improved support for
high-level synthesis as well as support for integrating multiple heterogeneous processors
[47, 48].
In [49] the Advanced Real-time Processor Architecture (ARPA) is introduced as a
specialized multi-tasking processor and supporting peripherals for accelerating real-time
applications. The architecture includes an RTOS support coprocessor named Cop2-OSC
which implements many RTOS primitives in hardware including a real-time clock, heterogeneous task management, task synchronization using binary semaphores, and verification
of task timing requirements. EDF and RM scheduling algorithms are implemented for
managing tasks with real-time and non-real-time requirements, respectively. The custom
OReK RTOS is used for performance evaluation using both a software and hardware
accelerated implementation. Results show up to a 29.6% reduction in RTOS processor
overhead when using the Cop2-OSC coprocessor compared with a pure software implementation.
An alternative to implementing a full RTOS kernel in hardware is the development
of extensions for an existing software RTOS. This approach has the advantage of allowing the software developer to leverage existing knowledge of RTOS programming while
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providing access to the performance and predictability improvements offered by hardware implementations. In [50] the authors present ReconOS as a hardware extension of
the eCos RTOS [51]. ReconOS implements an operating system interface wrapper for
each hardware accelerator as well as an associated VHDL library to ease hardware task
development. The operating system wrapper interfaces with the CPU through the system bus in order to relay system calls from its hardware task to the software RTOS. A
software “delegate thread” is created for each hardware task as a proxy for these system
calls. While easing the development of hardware tasks, this method requires the RTOS
kernel to be interrupted for each synchronization event from a hardware task, even if the
event does not affect the current schedule. Using this approach, results indicated that
synchronization latency between two hardware tasks was 4.4x greater than synchronization between two software tasks [52]. Performance measurements of an image processing
application showed overall performance increases of up to 299% when using hardware
threads for image processing compared to a purely software application.
In [53], the δ Framework is presented for the automatic generation of a hardware/software RTOS for SOC designs. The framework provides multiple hardware components to
increase the performance of real-time designs including a dynamic memory management
unit (SoCDMMU), a synchronization lock cache (SoCLC), and a deadlock detection unit
(SoCDDU). The Real-Time Unit presented in [42] is also included in the framework and
can be integrated as a complete hardware RTOS. Alternatively, a custom software RTOS
known as Atalanta can be used for task and event management. A graphical tool is also
presented which enables simple customization of a real-time SOC design and can be used
to modify the software RTOS configuration, the hardware RTOS components, the number of processors, or the inter-process communication mechanisms available. To support
their design, tests were performed for a database application when using a SOC generated
with a pure-software configuration, an SoCLC-enabled configuration, and an RTU-based
configuration. Results show a 16% performance increase for the SoCLC configuration
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and a 26% increase for the RTU configuration when executing 30 application tasks. The
SoCLC configuration used 7435 additional hardware gates and the RTU configuration
used approximately 250,000 additional gates.

3.3

Run-Time Reconfiguration

A natural extension to the use of hardware accelerators within reconfigurable systems is
the ability to modify the reconfigurable logic during system execution. This process is
referred to as run-time reconfiguration (RTR) and is supported in a limited set of commercial FPGAs called partially-reconfigurable devices (PRDs). Using this technology, it
is possible for a task to present multiple possible configurations which are each optimal
under different conditions and switch between them. This allows designers to include an
increased number of hardware accelerators if they do not need to execute concurrently.
However, the performance penalty associated with reconfiguration time limits the frequency that configurations can be changed. Multiple architectures have been presented
in literature to manage the reconfiguration of systems through operating system support
or hardware extensions.
In [54], the authors present a model for the allocation and relocation of tasks between
reconfigurable regions and the CPU using alternate hardware/software task configurations. An admission control test is presented which determines which configuration of a
task to execute at the time of activation. To support their model, synthetic simulation
results are presented which show their admission test rejects fewer tasks compared to a
reference algorithm which always assigns tasks to the reconfigurable region first and the
CPU second, rejecting the task if both are fully utilized. In [55] the authors implement an
architecture based on this model which provides a common set of communication primitives to software and hardware tasks such that communication methods are independent
of the task configuration. A proof-of-concept is presented which implements multiple
encryption algorithms developed as relocatable tasks to test the functionality of the relo43

cation scheme. This testing showed a 20% area overhead for relocatable tasks compared
with their original non-relocatable implementations.
In [56], hardware extensions are presented which provide configuration management
and hardware/software communication transparency for RTOS-based embedded systems.
Migration of tasks between hardware and software is supported with each hardware task
having a corresponding lightweight software task referred to as a legal representative (LR).
The LR handles the transfer of data between configurations when a task is migrated as
well as synchronization between hardware and software tasks using binary semaphores. A
unified communication and configuration interface (UCCI) is utilized for communication
between two hardware tasks. Configuration management is handled by two high-priority
tasks executing within the system known as the local configuration manager (LCM) and
global configuration manager (GCM). The LCM monitors application-specific parameters and makes configuration recommendations to the GCM. The GCM monitors global
parameters such as CPU, I/O load, and recommendations from the LCM and reconfigures the system based on this information. A case study system is implemented which
simulates an embedded smart camera with five image processing tasks. All tasks for this
test are implemented in both hardware and software but dynamic reconfiguration of the
FPGA bitstream is not tested for the presented prototype. Performance ranged from 0.2
frames/second with all tasks executing in software up to 26 frames/second with all tasks
executing in hardware.

3.4

Tool Chain Support for Hardware Accelerators

The addition of hardware accelerators to SOC designs has traditionally required a great
amount of developer effort. The developer must create the RTL for the accelerator, add
the necessary interfacing for the SOC platform being used, and develop the software
device drivers necessary to utilize the accelerator. The increasing number of accelerators
present in modern SOC designs requires this flow to be optimized to reduce this effort
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and decrease the time-to-market for these devices. This section presents some tools and
methodologies for integrating hardware accelerator development into a software tool-chain
for SOC development
In [57], the authors present the hArtes tool chain for automatic mapping of a software
appplication onto a SOC platform. The target platform consists of a general-purpose
processor, a digital-signal processor, and an FPGA. Software applications can be written
in the C programming language and the provided tools determine the most efficient mapping of tasks to the available hardware resources. The compilation can be fully-automatic
with the tool chain completely determining the hardware mapping, or semi-automatic
with annotations indicating which hardware resources should be used for individual subsystems. The tool chain is separated into three toolboxes: the algorithm exploration
toolbox (AET) provides tools for developing algorithms at a higher abstraction level,
such as with MATLAB code. The design space exploration (DSE) toolbox provides tools
for decomposing the design into subsystems and then mapping those subsystems to the
appropriate hardware resources. Finally, the synthesis toolbox compiles the subsystems
determined by the DSE toolbox for the appropriate hardware component. Two applications were tested to evaluate the performance of applications developed with the tool
chain. Results indicate a 9.24x speedup for a wave-field synthesis application and up to
a 4.5x speedup for a noise-filter application.
Many commercial tools are also available for the automatic synthesis of SOC designs
with hardware accelerators. In [58], the Altera C2H tool is presented which allows synthesis of hardware co-processors from standard C functions. The C2H design flow is
presented as a method of seamlessly integrating the hardware and software design processes within one development environment. The standard Altera software development
flow can be used to prototype and debug the algorithm prior to using the C2H tool to
synthesize and integrate the accelerator into an existing SOC design. This approach
shields the developer from the complexities of hardware design while allowing significant
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performance improvements for their designs. Performance evaluation of eight user tests
indicated speedup factors between 17x for a convolutional encoder design to 73x for a
matrix rotation application. Other commercial tools are available for hardware accelerator synthesis from high-level languages such as Impulse CoDeveloper, Calypto Catapult
C, CriticalBlue Cascade, and Xilinx Vivado High-level Synthesis. While these tools are
useful for increasing the performance of SOC designs, no commercial high-level synthesis
tools currently available specifically target real-time SOC designs or present methods for
dealing with the predictability issues introduced by the use of loosely-coupled accelerators.

3.5

Summary

In this chapter, various methods for the hardware acceleration of real-time system-on-chip
designs have been presented. We discussed hardware operating system implementations
and extensions which provide limited support for hardware accelerators. The use of
software “delegate threads” is common which can cause significant synchronization and
context switch delays for low-latency hardware accelerators. Methods for dealing with interrupt management and accelerator scalability are not well documented for these designs
or elsewhere in literature. Run-time reconfiguration is presented and some architectures
for its future use are explored. The long reconfiguration times required in current FPGAs
limit its applicability outside of designs with strong temporal partitioning. Finally, it is
found that tool-chain support for hardware accelerators within real-time systems is limited with the majority of software packages targeting general-purpose SOC design. This
review highlights the absence of a simple method for integrating hardware accelerators
into existing real-time systems.
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Chapter 4: RTHEC Design and Implementation

The integration of hardware accelerators into real-time SOCs poses many challenges for
the development of embedded systems. Their effects on the predictability of a real-time
system can complicate timing analysis of the system which could preclude their use for
safety-critical designs. In this chapter, we present a hardware-based solution to this
problem called the Real-Time Operating System Hardware Extension Core (RTHEC)
which allows hardware accelerators to be integrated into real-time SOCs as “hardware
tasks”. We also present integration methods and tools which simplify the development
of hardware accelerators that utilize RTHEC-provided services.

4.1

The Real-Time Operating System Hardware Extension
Core

The RTHEC is a set of hardware components that can be added to an existing SOC design
to support mixed hardware/software real-time applications. It provides event and task
management in hardware to accelerate services that would otherwise be implemented by
a software RTOS or software device drivers. Accelerated services provided by the RTHEC
include:
• Synchronization between hardware and software tasks using semaphores and mutexes
• Inter-task communication for hardware and software tasks using mailboxes and
message queues
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• Timing delays using configurable timer events
• Event-driven execution control for hardware tasks
• Fast data transfers over a dedicated bus using a direct memory access controller
• Configurable pre- and post-execution data transfers for hardware tasks
One of the key contributions of the RTHEC to a mixed real-time SOC design is
improved interrupt performance and predictability by addressing three key metrics:
• Interrupt frequency is reduced through management of hardware task interrupts by
a hardware component.
• Interrupt latency is improved through the use of dedicated memory for interrupt
service routine (ISR) instructions, which reduces delays associated with accessing
instructions in main memory.
• ISR execution time is decreased through the offloading of common accelerator data
transfer and control functions from the CPU to reconfigurable logic.
The use of the RTHEC also enables an increased number of hardware accelerators
in an SOC system through a reduction in CPU overhead. Decreased device driver and
ISR excution time decreases the negative effect of each additional accelerator on an
application.
The block diagram of an SOC prototype design including the RTHEC hardware components with hardware tasks is presented in Figure 4.1. The dashed line encloses the
RTHEC components of a multiple hardware accelerator system implemented on a Niosbased Altera Stratix FPGA target platform.
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Figure 4.1: SOC prototype system with RTHEC and accelerators on Altera Stratix FPGA

4.2

Hardware Components

The following sections discuss the functions of the individual hardware components of
the RTHEC and provide implementation details to understand their operation.
4.2.1

Event Manager Component

The RTHEC event manager implements synchronization and communication resources
for mixed real-time SOC application. Interfaces to the event manager are provided for
both software tasks executing on the CPU and hardware tasks executing in reconfigurable
logic.
Communication with the event manager originates from either the CPU (software
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RTOS kernel) or from the RTHEC hardware task manager. Communication from the
CPU is performed through an Avalon slave interface on the system bus. This interface
is used by software to initialize events, add or remove tasks from the event wait table,
and to communicate data for inter-task communication. The interface is also used by the
RTOS scheduler to communicate new scheduling decisions to the event manager. This
is used by the event manager to delay interrupts which would interrupt a high-priority
task.
Communication with the hardware task managers is performed using a custom interface comprised of direct signals. This interface enables efficient synchronization and
inter-task communication for all RTHEC-enabled hardware tasks within the system and
is comprised of the following signals:
• Command: Used by the hardware task manager to send commands (such as pend
and post) to the event manager.
• Event Number: Communicates the event ID for commands initiated by the hardware task manager or for events communicated from the event manager to the task
manager.
• Task Number: Communicates the task ID for commands and events between the
two components.
• Event Data: Used to communicate data posted to an event by the hardware task
manager (e.g., for a mailbox event) or data made available to a hardware task by
an event it was waiting on.
• IRQ: Used to notify the hardware task manager that an event a hardware task was
waiting on has become available.
The CPU and hardware task manager interfaces with the event manager are illustrated
in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Event manager interfaces to the CPU and the hardware task manager
Each synchronization event is stored as an event block within the event manager.
Event blocks are generic and can represent a semaphore, mutex, mailbox, message queue,
or timer. The maximum number of events is fixed at system synthesis time and can be
adjusted in order to optimize logic resource usage.
Each event block contains a data structure which stores:
• A list of up to 64 tasks that are waiting on the event stored as an 8-bit by 8-bit
table,
• An event count for semaphores and message queues,
• An event priority for mutexes,
• Stored data for mailboxes,
• A FIFO queue for message queues, and
• A delay value for timers.
When multiple tasks are waiting on an event to become available, the highest priority
task must be determined and communicated to the event manager. Selection of this task
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is achieved using two 8-bit to 3-bit priority encoders. The first priority encoder is used
to determine the highest priority row with tasks ready. This row is then selected for
processing by the second priority which determines the highest priority task within the
row. These 3-bit values are then combined to give the full task number. This process is
illustrated in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Selection of highest-priority from the event wait table using priority encoders
Connections to the event manager allow each event block to send notification that
tasks waiting have become available. Within the event manager, the priorities of the
ready tasks from each event block are aggregated into priority encoders to select the task
with the highest priority in a similar manner as the event block component described
above. If the highest-priority task is a software task and it has a higher priority than the
currently executing task, an interrupt is sent to the CPU. An interrupt service routine
reads the available data from the event manager and clears the interrupt. If the task is
identified as a hardware task, an interrupt is sent to the hardware task manager.
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A functional simulation of the event manager processing semaphore commands is
presented in Figure 4.4. In this simulation, event 10 is initialized as a semaphore and
then two tasks with priorities 18 and 5 are set to pend on it. A post signal is then
sent which triggers the available signal from event 10 to the event manager to indicate
that a task waiting on the semaphore should become ready. The event manager then
triggers an IRQ to the CPU one clock cycle later and the ISR then reads ready task
and ready event through the s1 readdata port.

Figure 4.4: Functional simulation of the event manager initializing, pending on, and
posting to a semaphore

4.2.2

Hardware Task Manager Component

The hardware task manager acts as a controller for hardware tasks and an interface for
them to access synchronization events within a real-time SOC application. Functions
performed by this component include the storage of hardware task attributes, communication with the event manager, initiation of data transfers, and hardware task execution
control.
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Data structures within the hardware task manager store resource and execution state
information for each connected hardware task. This information is initially communicated
to the hardware task manager component from software via the RTHECTaskInitialize
function and can be modified during the execution of the application. These data structures are stored in either registers or embedded RAM within the system, depending on
the temporal requirements of their access.
A summary of the hardware task manager memory hierarchy is shown in Figure 4.5.
This figure shows that embedded memory within the component is used to store a “task
data” data structure for each hardware task as well as a first-in-first-out (FIFO) queue
for commands to be sent to the DMA controller. Registers within the component are
used to store a temporary copy of the “task data” data structure that is currently being
processed, a list of priorities which are mapped to hardware tasks, a list of busy hardware
tasks, and temporary copies of the task and event IDs received from the event manager.
Information stored in the “task data” data structure for each hardware task includes:
• Hardware task ID: The interrupt number of the task
• Input/Output Data Size: The number of data words to be automatically copied
to and from the accelerator before and after each execution
• Input/output memory locations: The memory locations for copying task input
data and storing task results data
• Pend Event: The ID of the event on which the task is currently pending
• Post Event/Count: The ID of the event that should be posted to once the task
has completed execution and the value by which to increment it
• Autopend: A flag to indicate whether the task should automatically pend on its
“pend event” once it completes execution
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Figure 4.5: Data structure storage within the task manager component
The hardware task manager has the highest level of complexity of the RTHEC components when measured by the number of lines of VHDL code. Operations are determined
using a set of four finite state machines (FSMs) which are triggered by (a) interrupts
from the event manager, (b) interrupts from hardware tasks, or (c) writes to the DMA
command queue.
Event Manager Interrupt State Machine
The first FSM controls the processes performed when an interrupt is received from the
event manager component by the hardware task manager. This interrupt indicates that
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a hardware task has become ready-to-run and should begin execution. These states and
the transitions between them are illustrated in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6: Finite state machine for processing interrupts from the event manager
Each state performs the following functions:
1. Idle: This is the FSM’s default state which waits for an interrupt from the event
manager. A transition will occur only if (a) an interrupt has been signalled from
the event manager, (b) the DMA controller is not in use, (c) an interrupt from a
hardware task has not been signalled, and (d) a write is not being performed by
the CPU.
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2. Clear EM IRQ: This state is used to send an acknowledgement to the event
manager that the interrupt has been received. If the hardware task that has become
ready has input data set in its task data structure, the state machine then transitions
to the “Copy Input Data” state. If the hardware task has no input data, the FSM
enters the “Start HW Task” state.
3. Copy Input Data: This state triggers the DMA controller to begin transferring
the input data from memory to the hardware task. This state always transitions
to the “Start HW Task” state.
4. Start HW Task: This state is used to signal the hardware task that has become
ready to begin execution using the DMA controller “direct” mode (described late).
During this state, the state of the hardware task is also set to busy to indicate that
it is not available for processing. This state always transitions to the “DMA Wait”
state.
5. DMA Wait: In this state, the FSM waits for the DMA controller to complete
execution of the previous two operations before returning to the “Idle” state and
allowing other operations within the system to resume.
Task Interrupt State Machine
When a task has completed execution, it sends an interrupt to the hardware task manager.
This interrupt triggers a state machine which clears the interrupt, copies any resulting
data from the accelerator, and resets the accelerator state. The states and transitions of
this FSM are shown in Figure 4.7.
The state machine is similar to the event manager interrupt FSM described earlier
and also has five states:
1. Idle: This is the FSM’s default state which waits for an interrupt from a hardware
task. A transition will occur only if (a) an interrupt has been signalled from a
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Figure 4.7: Finite state machine for processing interrupts from the hardware tasks
hardware task, (b) the DMA controller is not in use, and (c) the event manager
IRQ state machine is not processing an interrupt.
2. Check Accel IRQ: This state is used as a one clock-cycle delay while the interrupting tasks data structure is copied from memory into registers. If the task is
found to have output data, this state transitions immediately to the “Copy Output
Data” State. Otherwise, it transitions to the “Clear Accel IRQ” state.
3. Copy Output Data: This state sends a command to the DMA controller to copy
the results data from the hardware task to main memory. It transitions to the
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“Clear Accel IRQ” state.
4. Clear Accel IRQ: During this state, a command is send to the hardware task via
the DMA controller to acknowledge and clear the incoming interrupt. It transitions
to the “DMA Wait” state.
5. DMA Wait: This state waits for the DMA controller to complete execution to
ensure that the hardware task interrupt has been cleared before the “Idle” state
checks its value.
Event Manager Writes State Machine
A separate state machine is used to control writes from the task manager to the event
manager for modifying and acknowledging events. This state machine is shown in Figure 4.8.
The state machine has four states which are:
1. Idle: This is the FSM’s default state which waits for one of two conditions: (a) if
the hardware task interrupt state machine is in the “Clear Accel IRQ” state, the
a transition to the “Post” state occurs or (b) if the event manager interrupt state
machine will transition to the “Clear EM IRQ” state in the next clock cycle, a
transition to the “Send EM Ack” state occurs.
2. Post: During this state, a post is sent to the event specified in the interrupting
tasks data structure. If the task has “autopend” enabled, the FSM transitions to
the “Pend” state. Otherwise, it returned to the “Idle” state.
3. Pend: If a task has autopend enabled, this state sends the pend command to the
event manager and then returns to the “Idle” state.
4. Send EM Ack: This is state is used to ensure mutual exclusivity between the
event manager interrupt FSM and this one. When this state is active, a write is
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Figure 4.8: Finite state machine for controlling writes to the event manager
occurring to clear the event manager interrupt and no other writes can take place.
DMA State Machine
The final state machine within the task manager control writes to the DMA controller
through a first-in-first-out (FIFO) queue. Event and task interrupt FSMs described
earlier write commands to the DMA controller into this queue and this FSM is triggered
whenever there are commands waiting to be performed. This state machine is shown in
Figure 4.9.
The states used in this FSM include:
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Figure 4.9: Finite state machine for control of the DMA controller by the task manager
1. Idle: The default state. This state is exited only if the DMA command queue
is not empty and the DMA controller is not busy. It can transition to either the
“Set Read Address” or “Set Data” state depending on whether the DMA “direct”
transfer mode is requested.
2. Set Read Address: During this state the read address from the DMA command
queue is written to the DMA controller.
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3. Set Data: During this state the data for a direct transfer is written to the DMA
controller.
4. Set Write Address: Send the write address to the DMA controller
5. Set Word Count: Send the number of 32-bit words to transfer to the DMA
controller. If DMA direct mode is requested, this value is 1.
6. Start DMA: During this state, a command is sent to the DMA controller to begin
the transfer.
4.2.3

Tightly Coupled Memory

Two Altera tightly-coupled memory (TCM) components are used as a cache within
RTHEC-enabled systems to accelerate common memory transfer operations involving
hardware tasks and decrease ISR execution time.
The first TCM is used as a data cache by the RTHEC for data transfers between
software and hardware tasks. This memory is connected to both the system bus and the
RTHEC DMA controller and is used as intermediate storage for data consumed and produced by hardware tasks. This architecture ensures that hardware task data operations
such as loading and unloading data do not require access to the main system memory,
which could delay executing software tasks. The size of the memory depends on the data
requirements of the hardware tasks and event queues within the system. For applications
where queues and mailboxes are used exclusively for inter-task communication, the TCM
memory size would be equal to the maximum queue or mailbox size multiplied by the
number of these events that are implemented.
The second TCM is used as instruction cache for RTHEC-specific software routines.
The primary use of this memory is to store the interrupt handler for event manager
interrupts which make a software task ready to run. This decreases the latency of these
interrupts which improves the overall performance of the system.
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4.2.4

DMA Controller Component

The DMA controller component supports data transfers between the first tightly-coupled
memory and the hardware tasks.
The controller manages three modes of transfer:
1. RAM-to-Hardware-Task: Transfer data from the tightly-coupled memory block
to a hardware task.
2. Hardware-Task-to-RAM: Transfer data from the hardware task to the tightlycoupled memory.
3. Direct-to-Hardware-Task: Write a single word to a hardware task.
Copies to and from the TCM are buffered in an 8x32-bit first-in-first-out (FIFO)
queue. The direct-to-hardware-task mode is used to bypass unnecessary steps associated
with transfers that require access to shared memory (i.e., the registering of the transfer
word count and memory address). It is used by the RTHEC as an efficient means of
sending control words to hardware tasks without the need to implement extra interfaces.
Three Avalon interfaces are implemented for communication with the DMA controller: one slave interface and two master interfaces. These interfaces are illustrated in
Figure 4.10. The slave interface is used to receive DMA commands over the system bus.
It is mastered by the hardware task manager for controlling the traffic to and from the
hardware tasks. The slave interface is also accessible by the CPU to allow DMA access to
the accelerators from software tasks. This mode of operation is only recommended during system initialization to reduce contention for the DMA controller. The two Avalon
master interfaces are connected to RAM and the hardware tasks for transferring data
between them.
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Figure 4.10: Interfaces between the DMA controller, CPU, hardware task manager, RAM,
and hardware tasks
4.2.5

IP Core Wrapper Component

Third-party IP cores and custom hardware accelerators can be connected to the RTHEC
via the use of an HDL wrapper. This wrapper expands the accelerator address space by
3 bits to allow for integration of control and data registers required by the hardware task
manager (Figure 4.11). The 3-bit tag indicates the address’s function. The wrapper can
also optionally add local memory to the hardware task for data buffering purposes.
The wrapper is responsible for translating commands from the hardware task manager
into native signals for the hardware accelerator. Using this method, a wide variety of
“black-box” IP cores can then interface with the RTHEC and utilize its objects and
services. Control of the wrapped accelerator is performed using an Avalon slave interface
that is mastered by the RTHEC task manager. Control and status registers within the
wrapper are used to change the accelerator state and provide this state information to
the RTHEC. The wrapper also implements an interrupt signal which is used to notify the
RTHEC hardware task manager that execution has completed.
Creation of a custom wrapper for a particular IP core presently has to be done man64

Figure 4.11: Address space added by the IP core wrapper
ually by the SOC developer. The creation this wrapper can be guided through the use
of the ADPCM accelerator wrapper as a reference design. This wrapper is included in
the RTHEC package as the avs adpcm.vhd VHDL file. The exception is for cores coded
in C for synthesis via the Xilinx AutoESL tool. A shell script has been written that uses
the output of AutoESL to automatically generate the corresponding wrapper in VHDL,
as described in Section 4.4.

4.3

Software Interface

Multiple software components have been developed to facilitate communication between
the software and hardware tasks in an RTHEC-enabled system.

These include the

RTHEC device driver, hardware task device drivers, and the MicroC/OS-II integration
layer.
4.3.1

RTHEC Device Driver

Communication with the RTHEC by the RTOS is done through a device driver developed
using the Altera HAL framework. This device driver is closely integrated with the RTHEC
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hardware IP core and is automatically included in an Altera SOPC Builder project when
the RTHEC is added to a system.
The device driver implements numerous routines for initialization and control of the
RTHEC and exposes information about its resources to the software RTOS. Components
of the driver include:
• Register address definitions
• Initialization routines
• Command aliases
• Event manager control routines
• Hardware task manager control routines
A full list of the device driver functions with descriptions is presented in Appendix B.
4.3.2

Hardware Task Device Drivers

Device drivers for hardware tasks are used for direct communication with a hardware task
by a software application. These drivers are lightweight and their use is usually limited
to custom initialization routines to prepare an accelerator for accepting and processing
data during system execution. For example, a hardware task that performs encryption
must be initialized with the encryption key before receiving data.
The software device driver can be packaged with the hardware task to simplify integration with an SOPC design. This hardware/software packaging creates clear separation
between application-specific and device-specific logic which reduces the effort required to
use the component in other RTHEC-enabled designs.
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4.3.3

MicroC/OS-II Integration

Extensions to the MicroC/OS-II software RTOS were developed to simplify communication with RTHEC-enabled services. The RTHEC software application programming
interface (API) closely mimics the existing MicroC/OS-II API. With the exception of two
functions, return values and arguments are identical for the complementary MicroC/OSII and RTHEC functions. This allows developers to leverage existing knowledge of the
MicroC/OS-II API to create hardware-accelerated systems with the RTHEC. A table of
all RTHEC functions is presented in Appendix A.
A MicroC/OS-II compatibility mode is also available to simplify the conversion of
existing applications to an RTHEC-enabled system. This compatibility mode is implemented using C pre-processor definitions which map standard MicroC/OS-II functions
to their RTHEC equivalent. For example, with the RTHEC compatibility mode enabled, the MicroC/OS-II OSSemPost function is automatically mapped to the equivalent
RTHECSemPost function.

4.4

RTHEC Integration Software for High-Level Synthesis

The recent availability of high-level synthesis tools creates an opportunity for further
time savings when developing hardware accelerators for real-time systems. As part of
this research, a preliminary software package was developed to automatically integrate
accelerators generated using the Xilinx AutoESL high-level synthesis tool into RTHECenabled SOC designs. After an accelerator is generated with AutoESL from standard C
input, this software package can be used to generate the RTHEC wrapper to convert the
accelerator into a hardware task. The software also generates a VHDL testbench for the
hardware task to ensure proper functionality prior to system integration.
The software consists of three scripts which generate the necessary components for
integration and simulation:
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• make wrapper.sh: Creates the RTHEC wrapper for the accelerator with an Altera Avalon bus interface, RTHEC control and status registers, and optional local
memory for loading and unloading the accelerators.
• make wrapper testbench.sh: Creates a VHDL testbench for the RTHEC-wrapped
accelerator which can be simulated using the GHDL simulator.
• make gtkwave save file.sh: Generates a “save file” for the GTKwave application
for functional simulations. This save file determines which signals are shown in the
GTKwave window during simulation so that the developer does not need to determine which signals to analyze when they may not be familiar with the generated
interface.
The software is written using the Bash and Perl scripting languages. Perl scripts
from [59] were utilized to extract, instantiate, and modify VHDL entities and ports. The
complete source code for this application is presented in Appendix C.

4.5

FPGA Development Platform

The target development platform for our prototype RTHEC design is the Altera Nios
Development Kit. The RTHEC was implemented in VHDL and it can be easily ported
to other platforms. Functional verification was performed using the GHDL compiler and
simulator [60]. The Altera SOPC Builder tool was then used to assemble the prototype
design. Synthesis was performed with the Altera Quartus II software and targeted an
Altera Stratix EP1S40 FPGA operating at 50MHz.
The Altera Nios-II/s soft processor was chosen as the processor for the prototype
design due to its high level of integration with the Altera tool suite, ease of debugging,
and availability of an RTOS board support package.
Timing measurements were performed using an Altera 64-bit timer IP core and the
Altera SignalTap II embedded logic analyzer [61].
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Chapter 5: Audio Encoding and Encryption Test
Case

The purpose of the audio encoding and encryption test case is to assess the performance
of a real-time application when executing on a RTHEC-enabled SOPC design. This test
case demonstrates the use of hardware accelerators for secure real-time communication to
satisfy the timing and throughput requirements for successful transmission. The design
is meant to represent the audio encoding and encryption components of real-time voiceover-IP applications which are common today. The performance of the design will be
evaluated in Section 6.3.
This chapter will give an overview of the case study design, a walk-through of the
execution when utilizing software device drivers, and a walk-through of the execution
when utilizing the RTHEC components described in Chapter 4.

5.1

Case Study Design

The application tested is an audio encoding and encryption system. This application
takes pulse-code modulation (PCM) formatted audio as input and compresses it to the
Adaptive PCM (ADPCM) format. The ADPCM audio output is then encrypted using
the AES encryption algorithm.
The Adaptive PCM accelerator that was selected for this application was obtained
from the OpenCores open source hardware project and performs 4:1 compression of 16-bit
sound sample inputs [62]. The accelerator is implemented in VHDL and uses a Wishbone
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Figure 5.1: Test case block diagram with RTHEC and ADPCM and AES hardware
accelerators
bus interface for data transfer and control signals [33].
The AES encryption accelerator that was selected implements 128-bit, 192-bit, and
256-bit AES encryption using the electronic codebook (ECB) encryption mode [63]. Control and data transfer signals conform to the Altera Avalon bus standard.
The test case application implements one ADPCM encoder and two AES encryption
accelerators. A wrapper component is used for each accelerator to convert it into an
RTHEC hardware task. Thirty-two 4-byte words of raw audio data are copied to the
ADPCM accelerator which compresses them to eight 4-byte words. Four of these words
are then copied to each of the AES encryption accelerators. The four output words from
each AES accelerator are then combined and copied to main memory. Finally, notification
is sent to a software task which is waiting for the output data.
The implementation of this test case uses three counting semaphores as shown in
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Figure 5.2: Graph of semaphore usage within ADPCM-AES test case system
Figure 5.2. The first semaphore is posted by a producer task to notify the ADPCM
encoder that there is input data ready to be processed. The second semaphore is posted
by the ADPCM encoder to notify the two AES encryption accelerators that output data
is ready to be encrypted. Finally, the third semaphore is posted by the AES accelerators
to notify the consumer task that processing is complete and the results have been stored
in the shared accelerator memory.
The test case exercises many of the capabilities provided by the RTHEC including:
• Hardware semaphores which are used for software-to-hardware, hardware-tohardware, and hardware-to-software synchronization to indicate that data is ready
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to be processed or results are ready to be retrieved,
• The fixed data transfer mode to specify the source and result data locations
for the hardware tasks,
• RTHEC-initiated DMA transfers to copy data to and from the hardware accelerators, and
• Hardware task device drivers for initialization of the hardware tasks using the
DMA controller’s direct-to-hardware-task transfer mode.
This prototype implementation will be evaluated to determine the effect of the RTHEC
on the maximum throughput of the system and the processor utilization during execution
of a fixed-bandwidth data stream. An increased maximum throughput will indicate that
the RTHEC has successfully increased the quality-of-service able to be obtained with the
use of hardware accelerators. A decrease in processor utilization during execution will
also indicate success by increasing the schedulability of software tasks executing on the
CPU.
The SOC real-time test case was built and synthesized on top of the SOC prototype
design with RTHEC presented in Figure 5.1. The addition of our RTHEC increased the
design size of the test case by 4329 logic elements (LEs) or 10% of the available FPGA
capacity.

5.2

Task Execution using Software Device Drivers

A software implementation was developed in order to compare RTHEC task and event
management with the software device driver model.
A device driver task was developed which manages the hardware accelerators through
memory-mapped I/O over the system bus. Interrupt service routines are used by the
hardware accelerators to notify the RTOS that processing has completed and these ISRs
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Figure 5.3: Task execution for the ADPCM-AES test case when utilizing a software
device driver. Interrupts are shown with dashed lines.
then post to synchronization events waited on by the device driver task. This process is
illustrated for the ADPCM-AES test case system in Figure 5.3. The steps as shown in
the diagram are as follows:
1. (a) The software task posts to a semaphore to notify the device driver that audio
data is available for processing.
(b) The software task waits on a “complete” semaphore and its state is changed
to “blocked” by the RTOS.
2. The device driver task begins execution and signals the DMA controller to transfer
32 words of data to the ADPCM encoder. It then waits on an event that will be
triggered by the DMA completion interrupt.
3. The DMA interrupt unblocks the device driver task and it in turn sends the “start”
signal to the ADPCM encoder.
4. The ADPCM encoder interrupt signals the device driver task to initiate a DMA
transfer to the AES encryption accelerator.
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Figure 5.4: Task execution for the ADPCM-AES test case when utilizing hardware event
management. Interrupts are shown with dashed lines.
5. The DMA interrupt unblocks the device driver task and it sends the “start” signal
to the AES accelerator.
6. Upon receiving an interrupt from the AES accelerator, the device driver task posts
to the “complete” semaphore waited on by the software task.
7. The RTOS makes the software task ready to run and it resumes execution.
It can be seen from this sequence that when using software device drivers, the complete
execution of one compression and encryption cycle causes eleven context switches and 4
CPU interrupts.

5.3

Task Execution with RTHEC

The interaction between the RTHEC and the hardware tasks for the ADPCM-AES test
case application is presented in Figure 5.4. The steps corresponding to the diagram are
as follows:
1. (a) The software task performs a semaphore post through a call to the RTHECSemPost
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API function to notify the device driver that audio data is available for processing.
(b) The software task performs a call to RTHECSemPend to wait for processed data
from the hardware accelerators.
2. The hardware task manager signals the DMA controller to transfer 32 words of
data to the ADPCM encoder. It then waits on an event that will be triggered by
the DMA completion interrupt.
3. The DMA controller sends an interrupt to the hardware task manager to signal completion. The hardware task manager then sends the “start” signal to the ADPCM
encoder.
4. The ADPCM encoder sends an interrupt to the hardware task manager. It then
initiates a DMA transfer to the AES encryption accelerator.
5. Upon receiving the DMA interrupt to signal completion, the hardware task manager
sends the start signal to the AES core.
6. The AES core finishes and signals the hardware task manager which in turn posts
the “complete” semaphore.
7. The event manager sends an interrupt to the CPU to notify the software task of its
event arrival. The software task is resumed and executes to completion.
A comparison of the number of task events when using software device drivers and
when using the RTHEC is presented in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: CPU events caused by one cycle of test-case compression and encryption
Task Event
MicroC/OS-II
Context Switches
11
CPU Interrupts
4
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RTHEC
2
1

The decrease in CPU interrupts and context switches seen with the use of RTHEC
indicates that the design has a positive effect on these two processor-intensive tasks. This
decrease translates into a direct reduction in processor utilization and an increase in the
throughput achievable when using hardware accelerators.
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Chapter 6: Experimental Results

Various real-time micro-benchmarks and synthetic benchmarks targeting the SOC prototype design were implemented and relevant performance parameters were measured.
These measurements were compared with performance metrics of the same benchmarks
executing on the MicroC/OS-II software RTOS. In addition, performance metric measurements were collected on the case study of Chapter 5. All measurements were obtained
from the RTHEC prototype described in Chapter 4 executing on an Altera Stratix FPGA
unless otherwise specified. The following sections discuss the results of these tests.

6.1

Micro-Benchmarks

This section presents the results from micro-benchmarks performed on the RTHECenabled prototype. These benchmarks test a single operating system function to determine its maximum performance.
6.1.1

Synchronization Latency

The performance of the synchronization functions was tested using a “semaphore shuffle”,
where an executing task posts to a semaphore that another task is pending on. For events
that a higher-priority software task is waiting on, this triggers a context switch to that
task. For events that a hardware task is waiting on, this triggers the task to begin
execution. Task synchronization cases considered were: software-to-software, softwareto-hardware, hardware-to-software, and hardware-to-hardware. All of these cases were
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implemented using semaphores provided by both the MicroC/OS-II kernel as a baseline
and semaphores provided by the RTHEC. A summary of the test results is presented in
Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Semaphore shuffle latency measurements
Direction
Software-to-Software
Software-to-Hardware
Hardware-to-Software
Hardware-to-Hardware

MicroC/OS-II
(µs)
59.1
66.5
81.5
156.58

RTHEC
(µs)
85.6
2.3
31.3
0.040

% Change
+44.8
-96.5
-61.6
-99.9

For software-to-software synchronization events, a 44% increase in latency is observed
when using the RTHEC functions versus the equivalent MicroC/OS-II software functions.
This increase is unavoidable since two bus transactions must be performed to write to
and read from the event block stored in hardware. As well, an interrupt service routine
must be executed when the hardware event manager notifies the RTOS software that an
event has become available. In contrast, no bus communication or external interrupts
are required for the MicroC/OS-II implementation so it can perform an immediate context switch to the waiting task. It is important to note that even when using RTHEC,
the designer still has the option of continuing to use the lower-latency MicroC/OS-II
synchronization mechanisms for software-to-software events.
For latency measurements involving a hardware task, our implementation was compared to the use of a software device driver task executing on the CPU. Measurements
showed that an 89% average latency reduction was obtained when a hardware task was
involved in the synchronization transaction. The increased latency of the software RTOS
implementation can be attributed to context switches to the device driver task and interrupt service routines required for direct control of the hardware accelerators.
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6.1.2

Interrupt Service Jitter

Interrupt jitter measurements were performed on the SOC prototype design using lowload and high-load system configurations.
The low-load configuration consists of one task executing with no synchronization
events. The high-load configuration consists of two tasks that alternatively pend and post
to two semaphores thus creating heavy synchronization traffic. This task configuration
is referred to as a “semaphore ping-pong”. An external high-resolution timer was used
to provide an interrupt at exactly 100 millisecond intervals. The value from a separate
high-resolution timer was recorded during the ISR associated with that interrupt. Fivethousand measurements were taken for each tested configuration. The standard deviation
of these times represents the variability in interrupt response time of the system. These
results are presented in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2: Interrupt jitter measurements for low-load and high-load configurations
Configuration
Low-load Variability
High-load Variability

MicroC/OS-II
(µs)
8.03
9.26

RTHEC
(µs)
7.95
8.37

% Change
-1.0
-9.6

The measurements indicate a reduced amount of variability in interrupt service time
compared with a pure RTOS software application when a workload that relies heavily
on synchronization resources is being executed. This decrease in variability can be attributed to shorter critical sections when using the RTHEC functions versus the equivalent
MicroC/OS-II functions.

6.2

Synthetic Benchmarks

This section presents the results from synthetic benchmarks. These benchmarks combine common operating system functions into a single application to simulate high-load
application scenarios.
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6.2.1

Hartstone Synthetic Benchmark

The Hartstone SH-4 series benchmark was implemented in C. This benchmark measures
periodic task performance when a synchronization task is used. Multiple periodic tasks
must execute their normal workload and synchronize with the synchronization task once
per period. The test was performed using synchronization methods provided by the
RTHEC and by MicroC/OS-II kernel. Processor-intensive computations were simulated
in each software task using the Whetstone synthetic benchmark. Each periodic task
and the synchronization task perform the equivalent of 1000 Whetstone instructions per
period [64].
The MicroC/OS-II implementation of this benchmark remained stable (no deadlines
missed) with a maximum of 22 tasks executing. The RTHEC implementation remained
stable with a maximum of 28 tasks executing. This result shows a 27% improvement
in the number of schedulable tasks when using the RTHEC implementation versus a
MicroC/OS-II software implementation.
6.2.2

Thread Metric Synchronization Synthetic Benchmark

The semaphore processing benchmark of the Thread Metric Benchmark suite was tested
for both hardware and software configurations. The C implementation distributed by
Express Logic was modified to execute on the MicroC/OS-II operating system [18]. The
test consists of a single task acquiring and then releasing a semaphore or mutex as quickly
as possible under non-blocking conditions.
The results of this test are presented in the first two rows of Table 6.3. These results
show a 29.6% improvement for semaphores and a 38.7% improvement for mutex events
when using our RTHEC. These improvements indicate that software applications would
be able to perform more synchronization operations per second when using the RTHEC
instead of the MicroC/OS-II event management system.
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6.2.3

Blocking Synchronization Synthetic Benchmark

The Thread Metric benchmark presented in the previous test was modified in order to
measure the performance of the prototype design under blocking conditions. The test
was modified such that two tasks communicated using semaphores and mutexes and the
number of iterations per second was measured. For this test, two tasks were executed:
a higher priority task which pends on a semaphore and posts to a mutex, and a lower
priority task which posts to the semaphore and pends on the mutex. This configuration
causes 4 task context switches per iteration.
The results of this test indicate a 41% improvement when utilizing the RTHEC versus
an equivalent software implementation. These results are presented in the final row of
Table 6.3.
Table 6.3: ThreadMetric and blocking synchronization benchmark results
Benchmark configuration

Software Functions
(iterations/sec)
ThreadMetric semaphore
61,631
ThreadMetric mutex
38,592
Blocking semaphore+mutex
2,623

6.3

H/W Extensions
(iterations/sec)
79,863
53,544
3,716

% Change
+29.6
+38.7
+41.7

Case Study Performance

In order to verify the results obtained from the synthetic benchmarks, performance was
measured for the audio encoding and encryption case study application introduced in
Chapter 5. In this analysis both software and hardware management implementations
were tested for the ADPCM and AES hardware tasks. The results from these tests are
shown in Figure 6.1.
Measurements of this test case indicated a 2.89x throughput (in KBps) increase when
utilizing the RTHEC functions versus MicroC/OS-II functions. This increase is attributed
to the reduced number of CPU interrupts and corresponding ISR instructions required
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Figure 6.1: Performance of AES and ADPCM-AES test cases
when utilizing device drivers through RTHEC for accelerator management.
An additional test was performed with a single AES hardware accelerator to assess
the performance of the system without sequential hardware accelerator execution. In this
configuration, a 1.99x throughput increase was observed. This increase is attributed to
the use of the hardware task manager component for control of DMA transfers to and
from the accelerator versus the use of a software device driver.
In addition to the throughput measurements, the CPU usage during system execution
was measured by the MicroC/OS-II statistics task when processing a 256 kilobit/second
audio stream. CPU usage was reduced from 10.1% when using software device drivers to
4.3% when using the RTHEC functions.

6.4

Scalability Analysis

Some systems designed to exploit hardware acceleration can achieve faster speeds and/or
greater throughput simply by adding additional accelerator modules. Of course, this technique comes at the expense of the additional processor overhead needed to service each
accelerator. Furthermore, the overhead penalty is amplified for low-latency accelerators,
because their brief execution time is more liable to be swamped by control overhead. We
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saw above that RTHEC reduces that overhead, so we would expect an RTHEC-based
system to be more scalable regarding the addition of accelerators than a simple architecture managed via a software RTOS. The next set of experiments was designed to test
this hypothesis.
Evaluation of scalability was performed using a configurable hardware task which
allows its execution time to be defined in software. Tests were performed for SOCs
managing hardware accelerators using the RTHEC and using software device drivers. A
data processing application was emulated where a message queue is used to distribute
data to multiple homogeneous hardware accelerators. Completion of data processing by
each accelerator was indicated by posting to a common semaphore. A fixed data size of
24 32-bit words was used for input and output to the accelerator. This size was chosen as
it was the least common multiple of most of the accelerator quantities tested (1, 2, 3, 4,
6, and 8) without consuming more resources than available on the prototype FPGA. The
number of hardware accelerators and the execution time of each accelerator were varied
to determine the impact of each attribute on the system performance. Both the software
and RTHEC implementations used a DMA controller for copying data to and from the
accelerators.
6.4.1

Scalability with Software Device Drivers

The measurements for this test when using software device drivers are shown in Figure 6.2.
These results show that the addition of hardware accelerators with fast execution times
provides limited performance improvements when using software drivers. For accelerators
with execution times of 0.5 milliseconds or less, the addition of more than three hardware
accelerators provides no decrease in the time required to process the available data. This
limited scalability is due to the processor overhead introduced by the device drivers
necessary for each hardware accelerator. The point at which additional accelerators
provide no performance benefit occurs when the combined execution times of the device
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driver tasks exceeds that of a single hardware accelerator. The accelerators that are the
first to start processing complete their execution before additional accelerators can be
activated, negating any performance advantages they may provide.
Performance Scaling of Software Device Drivers for Low-Latency
Hardware Accelerators
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Figure 6.2: Performance scaling when adding hardware accelerators to a SOC using
software device drivers

6.4.2

Scalability with an RTHEC-enabled SOC

The results of this test with an RTHEC-enabled SOC are shown in Figure 6.3. These
results show scalability for up to eight fast hardware accelerators is near optimal when
utilizing the RTHEC’s event and task management systems. Decreased CPU overhead
for loading, controlling, and unloading the hardware accelerators means that more accelerators can run concurrently without the long delays caused by software control routines
for these accelerators. This decreases the amount of time that each accelerator is idle
thus increasing the overall efficiency of the system
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Performance Scaling of RTHEC for Low-Latency Hardware Accelerators
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Figure 6.3: Performance scaling when adding hardware accelerators to an RTHECenabled SOC
6.4.3

Minimum Accelerator Execution Times

When determining the benefit of additional hardware accelerators to a SOC design, it is
useful to know the minimum execution time required to achieve a certain speedup. To
compare the RTHEC with software device drivers, the results from the previous sections
were analyzed to determine the minimum execution times necessary to achieve 60% of the
optimal speedup. For example, increasing the number of accelerators from 3 to 4 would
have an optimal speedup of 33% and 60% of optimal would be a performance increase of
19.8%.
The results of this analysis are presented in Figure 6.4. It can be seen that RTHECenabled systems can achieve 60% of optimal performance improvements with much faster
accelerators when compared to a system utilizing software device drivers. This data
shows that for a system with eight hardware accelerators, a minimum execution time of
1.5 milliseconds is required for software device drivers while a minimum execution time
of 65 microseconds is required for the RTHEC-enabled system.
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Miniumum Accelerator Execution Time to Reach 60% of Optimal
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Figure 6.4: Minimum accelerator computation time required to reach 60% of maximum
speedup for SOCs using software drivers versus RTHEC

6.5

Summary

In this chapter, the performance of the proposed RTHEC was evaluated and compared
with existing software implementations. It was demonstrated that the RTHEC provided a reduction in synchronization latency when a hardware task was involved in the
synchronization. Measurements of interrupt service jitter showed a 9.6% reduction for
applications with high amount of synchronization traffic. Execution of the synthetic
benchmarks showed a 27% increase in the maximum stable task count for the Hartstone
SH-4 benchmark and an average 36% performance increase for three ThreadMetric benchmark configurations. The addition of the RTHEC to the audio encoding and encryption
system described in Chapter 5 provided a 2.89x performance increase compared with the
use of software device drivers. Finally, scalability analysis showed a 95% reduction in
minimum execution time of hardware accelerators to achieve 60% of optimal speedup.
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Future Work

This thesis introduced the real-time operating system hardware extension core (RTHEC)
for real-time system-on-chip applications. A prototype design was presented using an Altera FPGA development board which targets MicroC/OS-II mixed (software/hardware)
real-time SOC applications. The performance of the prototype was measured through
various benchmark implementations and with an audio encoding and encryption case
study. The performance metrics measured on our tests showed the following improvements:
• 89% average latency reduction for hardware task synchronization events
• 9.6% reduction in jitter for applications with a high synchronization load
• 27% increase in the stable task count for the Hartstone SH-4 series benchmark
• 29.6% improvement for the ThreadMetric semaphore benchmark
• 38.7% improvement for the ThreadMetric mutex benchmark
• 22× decrease in the minimum accelerator execution time necessary to achieve 60%
of optimal performance in systems with 8 hardware tasks
• 2.89× increase in maximum throughput for our audio encoding and encryption test
case
• 57% reduction in CPU utilization for our audio encoding and encryption test case
when processing a 256kbit/s audio stream
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These results show that RTHEC design provides many improvements to the predictability, scalability, and performance of mixed hardware/software real-time SOC designs. However, testing indicated that the performance of software-to-software synchronization events was reduced due to additional bus transactions and interrupts required by
hardware-resident event data. This performance penalty is offset in applications utilizing
hardware accelerators by the improved synchronization performance when a hardware
task is involved in the transaction. Furthermore, software-to-software synchronization
can still utilize the software RTOS rather than RTHEC, and thus avoid the penalty.
The RTHEC design allows for straightforward development and integration of hardware tasks to improve the performance of real-time systems through the use of well-defined
software and hardware interfaces. Integration and compatibility with the MicroC/OSII API allows for existing applications to incorporate these improvements with minimal
modification of their source code. The RTHEC also integrates seamlessly with the Altera
SOPC toolchain which reduces the learning curve for accelerating SOC designs and allows
for rapid prototyping of these systems using Altera FPGA development boards.
Compared to the work presented by the hthreads project, our RTHEC provides the
same performance advantages of shared hardware/software synchronization management
while retaining the scheduling services and programming model of a standard software
RTOS [45]. Our method provides greater flexibility for the addition of hardware accelerators to existing real-time systems without the added costs associated with migrating to
a custom RTOS kernel.
Our RTHEC also provides performance advantages over the ReconOS project in that
hardware-to-hardware task synchronization can occur without the need for CPU interrupts and their associated service routines [65]. This allows the development of systems
with sequential hardware accelerators utilizing RTOS synchronization primitives for execution control as shown in our ADPCM-AES test case.
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7.1

Future Work

While the RTHEC prototype is functional for the research purposes presented here, it is
not yet ready for integration into production real-time SOC designs. Some improvements
to the architecture that should be pursued to make it production ready include:
• Addition of robust error handling for malfunctioning hardware accelerators
• Refactoring of the hardware task manager into smaller components to ease formal
analysis
• Migration of hardware and software components to the new Altera Qsys system
integration software
Other improvements which can be made in later versions include:
• Addition of a previously-developed hardware EDF scheduler as an optional component to improve real-time performance
• Implementation of dynamic modifications to interrupt service routines stored in the
instruction TCM to eliminate the read cycles required to determine which task and
event have become ready
• Reduction of reliance on Altera-specific resources to increase portability to other
FPGA platforms
Development of the RTHEC will proceed in the near future as a research project
within the University of Guelph School of Engineering. The release of the source code
as an open-source project will be investigated once it is felt that the design is able to be
used for production applications
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Appendix A: MicroC/OS-II Software Functions
for RTHEC

This section documents the high-level API functions for use by developers of hybrid
real-time applications. All of these functions as well as data structures beginning with
“RTHEC” are defined in the RTHEC MicroC/OS-II integration header file rthec ucosii.h
located in the rthec ucosii/UCOSII/inc directory within the RTHEC source code tree.
Prior to the use of these functions, this header must be included in each source code file
by adding “#include <rthec ucosii.h>” to the top of the file. All functions and data
structures beginning with “OS” or “INT” are defined by the MicroC/OS-II RTOS.

Table A.1: Software functions for RTHEC integration with MicroC/OS-II
Function

Attributes
Prototype: void handle rthec interrupt(void
*context)

handle rthec interrupt

Description: ISR to handle interrupts from the RTHEC
event manager. Reads the ready task and event
information, calls the scheduler, and then returns execution to the interrupted task.
Arguments: ISR context used when interrupt was registered
with alt ic isr register()
Return Value: None
Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
Function

Attributes
Prototype: void RTHEC EventTaskRemove(OS TCB
*ptcb, RTHEC EVENT *event)

RTHEC EventTaskRemove

Description: Removes a task from the wait list for the specified event.
Arguments: TCB for the task to remove, Event to remove
task from
Return Value: None
Prototype: RTHEC EVENT *RTHECSemCreate(INT8U
count)

RTHECSemCreate

Description: Initializes a semaphore event with a userspecified value.
Arguments: The value to initialize the semaphore with
Return Value: Pointer to the initialized event. NULL if there
was an error.
Prototype: void RTHECSemDelete(RTHEC EVENT *event,
INT8U *perr)

RTHECSemDelete

Description: Deletes a semaphore from the system (clears
the wait list and resets any data)
Arguments: Event pointer for the semaphore to delete, Error code storage pointer
Return Value: None
Prototype: void RTHECSemPend(RTHEC EVENT *event,
INT32U timeout, INT8U *perr)

RTHECSemPend

Description: Attempts to obtain a semaphore.
If the
semaphore is available, execution is returned to
the requesting task. If the semaphore is not
available, the task is suspended until it obtains
the semaphore.
Arguments: Event pointer to the semaphore to obtain,
Timeout value in milliseconds, Error code storage pointer
Return Value: None
Prototype: INT8U RTHECSemPost(RTHEC EVENT *event)

RTHECSemPost

Description: Posts to a semaphore increasing its count by 1.
Arguments: Event pointer to the semaphore to be posted
to.
Return Value: 0 if successful, -1 if an error occurred
Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
Function

Attributes
Prototype: INT8U RTHECSemQuery(RTHEC EVENT *event,
OS SEM DATA *p sem data)

RTHECSemQuery

Description: Requests information about a semaphore
Arguments: Semaphore to query, Data structure to store
semaphore information
Return Value: 0 if successful, -1 if an error occurred
Prototype: RTHEC EVENT *RTHECMutexCreate(INT8U
prio, INT8U *perr)

RTHECMutexCreate

Description: Creates a mutex with a specified priority
Arguments: Priority to assign to the mutex, Error code storage pointer
Return Value: Event pointer to the created mutex (NULL if
error)
Prototype: void RTHECMutexDelete(RTHEC EVENT
*event, INT8U *perr)

RTHECMutexDelete

Description: Deletes a mutex from the system (clears the
wait list and resets count and priority)
Arguments: Event pointer for the mutex to delete, Error
code storage pointer
Return Value: None
Prototype: void RTHECMutexPend(RTHEC EVENT *event,
INT16U timeout, INT8U *perr)

RTHECMutexPend

Description: Attempts to obtain a mutex. If the mutex is
available, execution is returned to the requesting task. If the mutex is held by a lower-priority
task, that task’s priority is raised to the priority
assigned to the mutex and the requesting task
is suspended. If the mutex is held by a higher
priority task, the requesting task is suspended.
Arguments: Event pointer for the mutex to request, timeout value in milliseconds, Error code storage
pointer
Return Value: None
Prototype: INT8U RTHECMutexPost(RTHEC EVENT
*event)

RTHECMutexPost

Description: Return a previously obtained mutex.
Arguments: Event pointer to the mutex to be returned
Return Value: 0 if successful, -1 if an error occurred
Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
Function

Attributes
Prototype: RTHEC EVENT *RTHECTimerCreate()

RTHECTimerCreate

Description: Create an RTHEC timer event
Arguments: None
Return Value: Event pointer to the created timer or NULL if
an error occurred
Prototype: void RTHECTimerPend(RTHEC EVENT *event,
INT32U milliseconds, INT8U *perr)

RTHECTimerPend

Description: Suspend the calling task for a specified number
of milliseconds
Arguments: Event pointer to a valid RTHEC timer, number
of milliseconds to suspend, error code storage
location
Return Value: None
Prototype: RTHEC EVENT *RTHECQCreate()

RTHECQCreate

Description: Initialize an RTHEC queue structure
Arguments: None
Return Value: Event pointer to the created queue or NULL if
an error occurred
Prototype: void RTHECQFlush(RTHEC EVENT *event,
INT8U *perr)

RTHECQFlush

Description: Remove all messages previously posted to a
queue
Arguments: Event pointer to a valid RTHEC queue, error
code storage location
Return Value: None
Prototype: void *RTHECQPend(RTHEC EVENT *event,
INT32U timeout, INT8U *perr)

RTHECQPend

Description: Attempt to obtain a message from a queue
Arguments: Event pointer to a valid RTHEC queue, timeout value in milliseconds, error code storage location
Return Value: Memory location of data obtained from the
queue
Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
Function

Attributes
Prototype: INT8U RTHECQPost(RTHEC EVENT *event,
void *msg)

RTHECQPost

Description: Post a message to a queue
Arguments: Event pointer to a valid RTHEC queue, message to post to the queue (max 28 bits)
Return Value: 0 if successful, -1 if an error occurred
Prototype: INT8U RTHECQQuery(RTHEC EVENT *event,
OS Q DATA *p sem data)

RTHECQQuery

Description: Obtain the current status of a queue
Arguments: Event pointer to a valid RTHEC queue, location of data structure to store queue information
Return Value: 0 if successful, -1 if an error occurred
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Appendix B: RTHEC Device Driver Software
Functions

This sections describes device-driver functions implemented for low-level control of the
RTHEC components. The use of these functions by application developers should be
avoided except for the purposes of initializing hardware tasks (with the rthec tm init hwtask
function) or extending the existing RTHEC functionality. All functions which communicate with the RTHEC are prefixed with “rthec ” followed by the acronym for the
component they communicate with (e.g, tm for the hardware task manager). These
functions are defined in the rthec.h header file located in the rthec/HAL/inc/ directory
within the RTHEC source code tree.
All symbols prefixed with “alt ” are provided by the Altera HAL framework and are
available to all HAL-based Altera software projects.

Table B.1: Device driver software functions for communication with the RTHEC
Function

Attributes
Prototype: void init rthec interrupts()

init rthec interrupts

Description: Register the RTHEC event manager interrupt with the operating system.
Uses
alt ic isr register function from Altera HAL.
Arguments: None
Return Value: None
Continued on next page
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Table B.1 – continued from previous page
Function

Attributes
Prototype: alt u8 rthec tm init hwtask(RTHEC HWTASK
*in task)

rthec tm init hwtask

Description: Send necessary information about a hardware
task to the RTHEC task manager.
Arguments: Memory
location
of
a
RTHEC HWTASK data structure

valid

Return Value: None
Prototype: alt u32 rthec tm get taskid(alt u8
hwtasknum)
rthec tm get taskid

Description: Get the priority of a hardware task using its
interrupt number
Arguments: Hardware task interrupt number
Return Value: Task priority
Prototype: alt u32 rthec tm get events(alt u8
hwtasknum)

rthec tm get events

Description: Queries the task manager for the current
events that a hardware task is set to pend on
or post to
Arguments: Hardware task interrupt number
Return Value: Event numbers concatenated into the bottom
event size*2 least significant bits of the returned word
Prototype: alt u32 rthec tm get datasize(alt u8
hwtasknum)

rthec tm get datasize

Description: Queries the task manager for the current data
size setting of the specified hardware task
Arguments: Hardware task interrupt number
Return Value: The current datasize setting for the hardware
task
Prototype: alt u32 rthec tm get baseaddr(alt u8
hwtasknum)

rthec tm get baseaddr

Description: Get the base address setting for a hardware
task
Arguments: Hardware task interrupt number
Return Value: Hardware task base address
Continued on next page
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Table B.1 – continued from previous page
Function

Attributes
Prototype: alt u32 rthec tm get inaddr(alt u8
hwtasknum)

rthec tm get inaddr

Description: Get the source data address for fixed preexecution memory transfers to the accelerator
Arguments: Hardware task interrupt number
Return Value: Source data address
Prototype: alt u32 rthec tm get outaddr(alt u8
hwtasknum)

rthec tm get outaddr

Description: Get the results data address for fixed postexecution memory transfers from the accelerator
Arguments: Hardware task interrupt number
Return Value: Results data address
Prototype: void rthec em set curprio(alt u8 prio)

rthec em set curprio

Description: Function used by the OS scheduler to inform
the event manager of the currently executing
priority
Arguments: Priority of the currently executing task
Return Value: None
Prototype: alt u32 rthec em getavail(alt u8
eventnum)

rthec em getavail

Description: Query the event manager for its current status. Includes type, status (available/not available), priority, and owner of the specified
event, as well as the current highest-priority
ready task and event from the event manager.
Arguments: Event number of a valid RTHEC event
Return Value: Concatenated bit string of from LSB to MSB:
type, status, available, priority (for mutex),
owner (for mutex), ready task, ready event
Prototype: void rthec em mutex init(alt u8
eventnum,alt u8 prio)

rthec em mutex init

Description: Initialize an RTHEC mutex
Arguments: Mutex event number, priority of the mutex
Return Value: None
Continued on next page
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Table B.1 – continued from previous page
Function

Attributes
Prototype: void rthec em mutex pend(alt u8
eventnum,alt u8 tasknum)

rthec em mutex pend

Description: at RTHEC mutex
Arguments: Mutex event number, priority of the requesting task
Return Value: None
Prototype: void rthec em mutex unpend(alt u8
eventnum,alt u8 tasknum)

rthec em mutex unpend

Description: Remove a task from a mutex wait list
Arguments: Event number of the mutex, priority of the
task to remove
Return Value: None
Prototype: void rthec em mutex acquire(alt u8
eventnum,alt u8 tasknum)

rthec em mutex acquire

Description: Acquire a mutex that is available (nonblocking)
Arguments: Event number of the mutex, priority of the
task acquiring the mutex
Return Value: -1 if error, 0 if successful
Prototype: void rthec em mutex release(alt u8
eventnum)

rthec em mutex release

Description: Release a mutex that is being held by a software task
Arguments: Event number of the mutex
Return Value: None
Prototype: void rthec em sem init(void eventnum)

rthec em sem init

Description: Initialize an RTHEC event as a counting
semaphore.
Arguments: Event number of a free event block
Return Value: None
Prototype: void rthec em sem pend(void
eventnum,void tasknum)

rthec em sem pend

Description: Add a task to the wait list of a semaphore
Arguments: Event number of the semaphore, priority of
the task to pend
Return Value: None
Continued on next page
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Table B.1 – continued from previous page
Function

Attributes
Prototype: void rthec em sem unpend(void
eventnum,void tasknum)

rthec em sem unpend

Description: Remove a task from an event’s wait list
Arguments: Event number of the semaphore, priority of
the task to remove
Return Value: None
Prototype: void rthec em sem post(void
eventnum,void count)

rthec em sem post

Description: Post to a semaphore
Arguments: Event number of the semaphore, Number to
add to its count
Return Value: None
Prototype: void rthec em sem ack(void
eventnum,void tasknum)

rthec em sem ack

Description: Send an ACK to a semaphore event that has
caused an interrupt
Arguments: Event number of the semaphore, task number
that was signalled by the interrupt
Return Value: None
Prototype: void rthec em sem decrement(void
eventnum)

rthec em sem decrement

Description: Decrement a semaphore by one
Arguments: Event number of a semaphore
Return Value: None
Prototype: alt u32 rthec em sem getcount(alt u8
eventnum)

rthec em sem getcount

Description: Get the current count of a semaphore
Arguments: Event number of the semaphore
Return Value: Current count of the semaphore
Prototype: alt u8 rthec em sem iswaiting(alt u8
eventnum)

rthec em sem iswaiting

Description: Query an event if there are tasks waiting on
it
Arguments: RTHEC event number
Return Value: 1 if tasks are waiting, 0 otherwise
Continued on next page
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Table B.1 – continued from previous page
Function

Attributes
Prototype: void rthec em timer init(alt u8
eventnum)

rthec em timer init

Description: Initialize an RTHEC event as a timer
Arguments: Event number of a free event block
Return Value: None
Prototype: void rthec em timer pend(alt u8
eventnum,alt u8 tasknum)

rthec em timer pend

Description: Pend a task on a timer
Arguments: RTHEC event number of a valid timer, priority of the task to pend
Return Value: None
Prototype: void rthec em timer setdivisor(alt u8
eventnum,alt u32 divisor)

rthec em timer setdivisor

Description: Set the clock divisor of an RTHEC timer.
This sets the minimum precision of the timer
in clock cycles.
Arguments: RTHEC timer event number, new divisor
Return Value: none
Prototype: void rthec em timer setdelay(alt u8
eventnum,alt u32 delay)

rthec em timer setdelay

Description: Set the delay of an RTHEC timer to a number
of divisor intervals
Arguments: RTHEC timer event number, number of divisor intervals to delay
Return Value: None
Prototype: void rthec em queue init(alt u8
eventnum)

rthec em queue init

Description: Initialize an RTHEC event block as a queue
Arguments: Event number of a free event block
Return Value: None
Prototype: void rthec em queue pend(alt u8
eventnum,alt u8 tasknum)

rthec em queue pend

Description: Add a task to the wait list of an RTHEC queue
Arguments: Event number of an RTHEC queue, priority
of the task to pend
Return Value: None
Continued on next page
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Table B.1 – continued from previous page
Function

Attributes
Prototype: void rthec em queue unpend(void
eventnum,void tasknum)

rthec em queue unpend

Description: Remove a task from the wait list of an RTHEC
queue
Arguments: Event number of an RTHEC queue, priority
of the task to remove
Return Value: None
Prototype: void rthec em queue post(void
eventnum,alt u32 data)

rthec em queue post

Description: Post data to an RTHEC queue
Arguments: Event number of an RTHEC queue, data to
post (28 bits max)
Return Value: None
Prototype: void rthec em queue ack(void
eventnum,void tasknum)

rthec em queue ack

Description: Acknowledge an interrupt from an RTHEC
queue
Arguments: Event to acknowledge, priority of the task
that was notified
Return Value: None
Prototype: alt u32 rthec em queue getdata(void
eventnum)

rthec em queue getdata

Description: Query the available data from an RTHEC
queue
Arguments: Event number of an RTHEC queue
Return Value: Data at the top of the queue
Prototype: void rthec em queue decrement(void
eventnum)

rthec em queue decrement

Description: Decrement the count from an RTHEC queue
and clear the data at the head of the queue
Arguments: Event number of an RTHEC queue
Return Value:
Prototype: alt u32 rthec em queue getcount(alt u8
eventnum)

rthec em queue getcount

Description: Get the number of available messages in a
queue
Arguments: RTHEC queue event number
Return Value: Number of messages available in the queue
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Appendix C: Source Code for the RTHEC HLS
Integration Tool

Listing C.1: Wrapper Creation Script
# !/ bin / bash
if [[ $ # != 1 || ! -f " $1 " ]]
then
echo " Usage : $ ( basename $0 ) < input filename > "
exit 1
fi

SCRIPTDIR = $ ( dirname $0 )

PORT_NAMES =()
declare -A IN_PORT_COUNTS
declare -A IN_SIZES
declare -A OUT_PORT_COUNTS
declare -A OUT_SIZES
declare -A ADDRESS_SPANS
declare -A DATA_WIDTHS
OLDIFS = $IFS
IFS =$ ’\ n ’
LINES =( $ ( $SCRIPTDIR / find_ports . sh " $1 " ) )
IFS = ’ ’
for (( i =0 ; i < $ { # LINES [ @ ]} ; i ++ ) )
do
TMP =( $ { LINES [ $i ]} )
NAME = $ { TMP [0]}
PORT_NAMES [ $i ]= $NAME
IN_PORT_COUNTS [ $NAME ]= $ { TMP [1]}
IN_SIZES [ $NAME ]= $ { TMP [2]}
OUT_PORT_COUNTS [ $NAME ]= $ { TMP [3]}
OUT_SIZES [ $NAME ]= $ { TMP [4]}
ADDRESS_SPANS [ $NAME ]= $ { TMP [5]}
done
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# for i in $ { PORT_NAMES [ @ ]}
# do
# echo " $i : $ { IN_SIZES [ $i ]}: $ { OUT_SIZES [ $i ]}: $ { ADDRESS_SPANS [ $i ]}"
# done
for i in $ { PORT_NAMES [ @ ]}
do
if [ $ { IN_SIZES [ $i ]} - gt $ { OUT_SIZES [ $i ]} ]
then
DATA_WIDTHS [ $i ]= $ { IN_SIZES [ $i ]};
else
DATA_WIDTHS [ $i ]= $ { OUT_SIZES [ $i ]};
fi
done

# Find the log2 of the number of ports , so we know how many lines we
need to address them
function ceiling () {
float_in = $1
ceil_val = $ { float_in /.*}
ceil_val = $ (( ceil_val +1) )
}
ceiling ‘ echo " l ( $ {# PORT_NAMES [ @ ]}) / l (2) " | bc -l ‘
PORT_SPAN = $ceil_val
echo " Port span : $PORT_SPAN "
# find the largest address span of the ports as that will be our
minimum span
B I G G E S T _ A D D R E S S _ S P A N = ‘ echo $ { ADDRESS_SPANS [ @ ]}| tr ’ ’ ’\n ’| sort - nr |
head -1 ‘
echo " Data address span : $ B I G G E S T _ A D D R E S S _ S P A N "

MIN_ADDRESS_SPAN = $ (( $ B I G G E S T _ A D D R E S S _ S P A N + PORT_SPAN ) )
MODULE = ‘ basename $1 . vhd ‘
OUTFILE = " $ { MODULE } _wrapper . vhd "

cat > " $OUTFILE " << EOF
library ieee ;
use ieee . std_logic_1164 . all ;
use ieee . numeric_std . all ;
library work ;
use work . accel_constants . all ;
use work . accel_registers . all ;
use work . accel_ranges . all ;
use work . accel_masks . all ;
use work . accel_commands . all ;
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entity $ { MODULE } _wrapper is
port (
clk
: in std_logic ;
reset
: in std_logic ;
s1_address
: in std_logic_vector (( ACCEL_REG_WIDTH + $ ((
$MIN_ADDRESS_SPAN -1) ) ) downto 0) ;
s1_read
: in std_logic ;
s1_write
: in std_logic ;
s1_readdata
: out std_logic_vector (31 downto 0) ;
s1_writedata : in std_logic_vector (31 downto 0) ;
s1_waitrequest : out std_logic ;
s1_irq
: out std_logic ;
EOF
# Print the entity port definition

# delete last semicolon
LASTLINE = ‘ tail -1 " $ { MODULE } _wrapper . vhd " ‘
sed -i ’$ d ’ " $ { MODULE } _wrapper . vhd " # delete last line from file
echo " $ { LASTLINE %?} " >> " $ { MODULE } _wrapper . vhd "
cat >> " $OUTFILE " << EOF
);
end entity $ { MODULE } _wrapper ;
architecture behav of $ { MODULE } _wrapper is
-- UUT
EOF
echo " ‘$ { SCRIPTDIR }/ vhdl_comp . pl $1 | sed -e ’s /^/
_wrapper . vhd "

/ ’ ‘ " >> " $ { MODULE }

echo " " >> " $ { MODULE } _wrapper . vhd "
echo "
-- generic dual - port RAM " >> " $ { MODULE } _wrapper . vhd "
echo " ‘$ { SCRIPTDIR }/ vhdl_comp . pl dpram . vhd | sed -e ’s /^/
/ ’ ‘ " >> " $
{ MODULE } _wrapper . vhd "
# Print the signals
cat >> " $OUTFILE " << EOF
-- Signals
signal rd_sig : std_logic ;
signal wr_sig : std_logic ;
signal finished : std_logic ;
-- Address decoding signals
signal stat_addr_sig : std_logic ;
signal ctrl_addr_sig : std_logic ;
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signal data_addr_sig : std_logic ;
-- Index of RAM block accessed
signal ram_number : integer ;
-- Registers
signal ctrl_reg : std_logic_vector ( ACCEL_CMD_WIDTH -1 downto 0) ;
signal stat_reg : std_logic_vector ( ACCEL_CMD_WIDTH -1 downto 0) ;
EOF

echo " " >> " $ { MODULE } _wrapper . vhd "
echo "
-- Accelerator Signals " >> " $ { MODULE } _wrapper . vhd "
echo " ‘$ { SCRIPTDIR }/ vhdl_comp . pl \ " $1 \ " | grep " : IN \|: OUT " | grep -v "
ap_clk " | grep -v " ap_rst " | sed -e ’s /: IN /:/ ’ -e ’s /: OUT /:/ ’ -e ’s
/^\ s *// ’ -e ’s /^/
signal accel_ / ’ -e ’s /) ) ;/) ;/ ’ ‘ " >> " $ {
MODULE } _wrapper . vhd "
echo " " >> " $ { MODULE } _wrapper . vhd "
echo "
-- Signals for RAM ports " >> " $ { MODULE } _wrapper . vhd "
for i in $ { PORT_NAMES [ @ ]}
do
cat >> " $OUTFILE " << EOF
signal $ { i } _ce0
: std_logic ;
signal $ { i } _address0 : std_logic_vector ( $ (( $ { ADDRESS_SPANS [ $i ]}
1 ) ) downto 0) ;
signal $ { i } _q0
: std_logic_vector ( $ (( $ { DATA_WIDTHS [ $i ]} - 1
) downto 0) ;
signal $ { i } _ce1
: std_logic ;
signal $ { i } _address1 : std_logic_vector ( $ (( $ { ADDRESS_SPANS [ $i ]}
1 ) ) downto 0) ;
signal $ { i } _q1
: std_logic_vector ( $ (( $ { DATA_WIDTHS [ $i ]} - 1
) downto 0) ;
signal $ { i } _we0
: std_logic ;
signal $ { i } _d0
: std_logic_vector ( $ (( $ { DATA_WIDTHS [ $i ]} - 1
) downto 0) ;
signal $ { i } _we1
: std_logic ;
signal $ { i } _d1
: std_logic_vector ( $ (( $ { DATA_WIDTHS [ $i ]} - 1
) downto 0) ;
EOF
done

)

)

)

)

echo " " >> " $ { MODULE } _wrapper . vhd "
echo " begin " >> " $ { MODULE } _wrapper . vhd "
# Make accelerator instance
echo " " >> " $ { MODULE } _wrapper . vhd "
echo "
-- Accelerator Instance " >> " $ { MODULE } _wrapper . vhd "
echo " ‘$ { SCRIPTDIR }/ vhdl_inst . pl $1 | sed -e ’s /^/ / ’ -e ’s /= > /= >
accel_ / ’ -e ’s / accel_ap_clk / clk / ’ -e ’s / accel_ap_rst / reset / ’ ‘ " >>
" $ { MODULE } _wrapper . vhd "
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echo " " >> " $ { MODULE } _wrapper . vhd "
# Make RAM instances
for i in $ { PORT_NAMES [ @ ]}
do
echo " " >> " $ { MODULE } _wrapper . vhd "
echo "
-- $i RAM " >> " $ { MODULE } _wrapper . vhd "
echo " ‘$ { SCRIPTDIR }/ vhdl_inst . pl dpram . vhd | sed -e ’s /^/
/ ’ -e s /
i_tr ue_dpr am_scl k / $ { i } _ram_inst / -e \ " s /= > /= > $ { i } _ /\ " -e \ " s / $
{ i } _clk / clk /\ " -e \ " s / $ { i } _DATA_WIDTH / $ { DATA_WIDTHS [ $i ]}/\ " -e \
" s / $ { i } _ADDRESS_WIDTH / $ { ADDRESS_SPANS [ $i ]}/\ " ‘" >> " $ { MODULE }
_wrapper . vhd "
done
# Control Logic
cat >> " $OUTFILE " << EOF
-- Read and write signals from Avalon Bus
rd_sig <= s1_read ;
wr_sig <= s1_write ;
-- Flags for memory ranges
ctrl_addr_sig <= ’1 ’ when s1_address ( s1_address ’ high downto
s1_address ’ high - ACCEL_REG_WIDTH +1) = ACCEL_REG_CTRL
else ’0 ’;
stat_addr_sig <= ’1 ’ when s1_address ( s1_address ’ high downto
s1_address ’ high - ACCEL_REG_WIDTH +1) = ACCEL_REG_STAT
else ’0 ’;
data_addr_sig <= ’1 ’ when s1_address ( s1_address ’ high downto
s1_address ’ high - ACCEL_REG_WIDTH +1) = ACCEL_REG_DATA
else ’0 ’;
-- RAM block index
ram_number <= to_integer ( unsigned ( s1_address ( s1_address ’ high ACCEL_REG_WIDTH +1 downto s1_address ’ high - ACCEL_REG_WIDTH - $ {
PORT_SPAN }+1) ) ) ;
-- Accelerator control and status
accel_ap_start <= ctrl_reg ( CTRL_START ) ;
-- Change stat register when accelerator pulses done
finished <= accel_ap_done ;
-- IRQ after a pulse has occurred
s1_irq <= stat_reg ( STAT_DONE ) ;
-- Prevent accelerator access when busy
s1_waitrequest <= ’1 ’ when ( wr_sig = ’1 ’ or rd_sig = ’1 ’) and
stat_reg ( STAT_BUSY ) = ’1 ’ else ’0 ’;
-- Read the control signals from the Avalon bus and store them in
ctrl_reg
ctr l_deco de_wri te : process ( clk , reset )
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begin
if reset = ’1 ’ then
ctrl_reg <= ( others = > ’0 ’) ;
elsif rising_edge ( clk ) then
ctrl_reg <= ( others = > ’0 ’) ;
-- Writes to registers
if wr_sig = ’1 ’ then
if ctrl_addr_sig = ’1 ’ then
ctrl_reg <= s1_writedata ( ACCEL_CMD_WIDTH -1 downto 0) ;
end if ;
end if ;
end if ;
end process c trl_de code_w rite ;
process ( clk , reset )
begin
if reset = ’1 ’ then
stat_reg <= ( others = > ’0 ’) ;
elsif rising_edge ( clk ) then
if ctrl_reg ( CTRL_START ) = ’1 ’ then
stat_reg <= ( stat_reg or STAT_BUSY_MASK ) and ( not
STAT_DONE_MASK ) ;
end if ;
if ctrl_reg ( CTRL_IRQ_EN ) = ’1 ’ then
stat_reg <= stat_reg or STAT_IRQ_MASK ;
end if ;
if ctrl_reg ( CTRL_IRQ_DIS ) = ’1 ’ then
stat_reg <= stat_reg and not STAT_IRQ_MASK ;
end if ;
if ctrl_reg ( CTRL_CLRINT ) = ’1 ’ then
stat_reg <= stat_reg and not STAT_DONE_MASK ;
end if ;
if finished = ’1 ’ then
stat_reg <= ( stat_reg or STAT_DONE_MASK ) and ( not
STAT_BUSY_MASK ) ;
end if ;
end if ;
end process ;

EOF
SENS ITIVE_ SIGNAL S =()
SENS ITIVE_ SIGNAL S +=( " rd_sig " )
SENS ITIVE_ SIGNAL S +=( " wr_sig " )
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SEN SITIVE _SIGNA LS +=( " data_addr_sig " )
SEN SITIVE _SIGNA LS +=( " ram_number " )
SEN SITIVE _SIGNA LS +=( " s1_address " )
SEN SITIVE _SIGNA LS +=( " s1_writedata " )
for i in $ { PORT_NAMES [ @ ]}
do
SEN SITIVE _SIGNA LS +=( " accel_$ { i } _address0 " )
SEN SITIVE _SIGNA LS +=( " accel_$ { i } _address1 " )
if [ $ { IN_SIZES [ $i ]} - gt 0 ]
then
SEN SITIVE _SIGNA LS +=( " $ { i } _q0 " )
SEN SITIVE _SIGNA LS +=( " $ { i } _q1 " )
fi
if [ $ { OUT_SIZES [ $i ]} - gt 0 ]
then
SEN SITIVE _SIGNA LS +=( " accel_$ { i } _we0 " )
SEN SITIVE _SIGNA LS +=( " accel_$ { i } _d0 " )
if [ $ { OUT_PORT_COUNTS [ $i ]} - gt 1 ]
then
SEN SITIVE _SIGNA LS +=( " accel_$ { i } _we1 " )
SEN SITIVE _SIGNA LS +=( " accel_$ { i } _d1 " )
fi
fi
done
cat >> " $OUTFILE " << EOF
ram_assign_proc : process ( $ ( IFS = ,; echo " $ { SENSI TIVE_ SIGNAL S [*]} " ) )
begin
EOF
for (( i = 0 ; i < $ { # PORT_NAMES [ @ ]} ; i ++ ) )
do
NAME = $ { PORT_NAMES [ $i ]}
cat >> " $OUTFILE " << EOF
-- $ { NAME } address and write decoding
if ( rd_sig = ’1 ’ or wr_sig = ’1 ’) and data_addr_sig = ’1 ’ and
ram_number = $ { i } then
-- Fordward addresses to RAM blocks if they are accessed
through s1
$ { NAME } _address0 <= s1_address ( $ { NAME } _address0 ’ high downto 0) ;
EOF
cat >> " $OUTFILE " << EOF
if wr_sig = ’1 ’ then
$ { NAME } _we0 <= ’1 ’;
$ { NAME } _d0 <= s1_writedata ( $ { NAME } _d0 ’ range ) ;
else
EOF
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if [ $ { OUT_SIZES [ $NAME ]} - gt 0 ]
then
cat >> " $OUTFILE " << EOF
$ { NAME } _we0 <= accel_$ { NAME } _we0 ;
$ { NAME } _d0 <= accel_$ { NAME } _d0 ;
EOF
else
cat >> " $OUTFILE " << EOF
$ { NAME } _we0 <= ’0 ’;
EOF
fi
cat >> " $OUTFILE " << EOF
end if ;
EOF
cat >> " $OUTFILE " << EOF
else
$ { NAME } _address0 <= accel_$ { NAME } _address0 ;
EOF
if [ $ { OUT_SIZES [ $NAME ]} - gt 0 ]
then
cat >> " $OUTFILE " << EOF
$ { NAME } _we0 <= accel_$ { NAME } _we0 ;
$ { NAME } _d0 <= accel_$ { NAME } _d0 ;
EOF
else
cat >> " $OUTFILE " << EOF
$ { NAME } _we0 <= ’0 ’;
EOF
fi
cat >> " $OUTFILE " << EOF
end if ;
EOF
if [ $ { IN_SIZES [ $NAME ]} - gt 0 ]
then
cat >> " $OUTFILE " << EOF
accel_$ { NAME } _q0 <= $ { NAME } _q0 ;
accel_$ { NAME } _q1 <= $ { NAME } _q1 ;
EOF
fi
if [ $ { OUT_SIZES [ $NAME ]} - gt 0 -a $ { OUT_PORT_COUNTS [ $NAME ]} - gt 1 ]
then
cat >> " $OUTFILE " << EOF
$ { NAME } _we1 <= accel_$ { NAME } _we1 ;
$ { NAME } _d1 <= accel_$ { NAME } _d1 ;
EOF
else
cat >> " $OUTFILE " << EOF
-- No accelerator writes to this RAM module
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$ { NAME } _we1 <= ’0 ’;
$ { NAME } _d1 <= ( others = > ’0 ’) ;
EOF
fi
cat >> " $OUTFILE " << EOF
$ { NAME } _address1 <= accel_$ { NAME } _address1 ;
EOF
done
cat >> " $OUTFILE " << EOF
end process ;

s1_readdata <=
EOF
for (( i =0 ; i < $ { # PORT_NAMES [ @ ]} ; i ++ ) )
do
NAME = $ { PORT_NAMES [ $i ]}
if [ $ { DATA_WIDTHS [ $NAME ]} - eq 32 ]
then
cat >> " $OUTFILE " << EOF
$ { NAME } _q0 when rd_sig = ’1 ’ and data_addr_sig = ’1 ’ and
ram_number = $ { i } else
EOF
else
cat >> " $OUTFILE " << EOF
(31 downto $ { DATA_WIDTHS [ $NAME ]} = > ’0 ’) & $ { NAME } _q0 when
rd_sig = ’1 ’ and data_addr_sig = ’1 ’ and ram_number = $ { i }
else
EOF
fi
done
cat >> " $OUTFILE " << EOF
( others = > ’X ’) ;
end behav ;
EOF

Listing C.2: Testbench Creation Script
# !/ bin / bash
if [ $ # != 1 ]
then
echo " Usage : $ ( basename $0 ) < input filename > "
exit 1
fi
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SCRIPTDIR = $ ( dirname $0 )
MODULE = ‘ basename $1 . vhd ‘

MODULEFILE = " $ { MODULE }. vhd "
WRAPPERFILE = " $ { MODULE } _wrapper . vhd "
TESTBENCHFILE = " $ { MODULE } _wrapper_tb . vhd "
TESTBENCHFILE = " $ { MODULE } _wrapper_tb . vhd "
PORT_NAMES =()
declare -A IN_PORT_COUNTS
declare -A IN_SIZES
declare -A OUT_PORT_COUNTS
declare -A OUT_SIZES
declare -A ADDRESS_SPANS
declare -A ELEMENT_COUNTS
declare -A DATA_WIDTHS
OLDIFS = $IFS
IFS =$ ’\ n ’
LINES =( $ ( $SCRIPTDIR / find_ports . sh " $1 " ) )
IFS = ’ ’
for (( i =0 ; i < $ { # LINES [ @ ]} ; i ++ ) )
do
TMP =( $ { LINES [ $i ]} )
NAME = $ { TMP [0]}
PORT_NAMES [ $i ]= $NAME
IN_PORT_COUNTS [ $NAME ]= $ { TMP [1]}
IN_SIZES [ $NAME ]= $ { TMP [2]}
OUT_PORT_COUNTS [ $NAME ]= $ { TMP [3]}
OUT_SIZES [ $NAME ]= $ { TMP [4]}
ADDRESS_SPANS [ $NAME ]= $ { TMP [5]}
ELEMENT_COUNTS [ $NAME ]= $ ( echo " 2^ $ { ADDRESS_SPANS [ $NAME ]} " | bc )
done
function ceiling () {
float_in = $1
ceil_val = $ { float_in /.*}
ceil_val = $ (( ceil_val +1) )
}
ceiling ‘ echo " l ( $ {# PORT_NAMES [ @ ]}) / l (2) " | bc -l ‘
PORT_SPAN = $ceil_val
# find the largest address span of the ports as that will be our
minimum span
B I G G E S T _ A D D R E S S _ S P A N = ‘ echo $ { ADDRESS_SPANS [ @ ]}| tr ’ ’ ’\n ’| sort - nr |
head -1 ‘
# \ v is a vertical tab and rarely / never used , so we can use it to
mark empty lines
# additionally bash won ’ t collapse multiple \ v .
# now empty lines are preserved in array as empty elements
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IFS =$ ’\ n \v ’
set -f
IFS =$ ’\ n \v ’ eval LINES = ’( $ ( $SCRIPTDIR / vhdl_tb . pl " $WRAPPERFILE " | sed
- re ’s /^ $ /% NEWLINE %/ ’) ) ’
set + f
# Find keywords in skeleton VHDL testbench and add in our stuff
for line in $ { LINES [ @ ]}
do
# Replace the % NEWLINE % we added earlier so we can maintain empty
lines
if [[ " $line " =~ " % NEWLINE % " ]]
then
echo " "
else
echo $line
fi
if [[ " $line " =~ " - -% LIBRARIES % - - " ]]
then
echo " library work ; "
echo " use work . accel_constants . all ; "
echo " use work . accel_commands . all ; "
echo " use work . accel_registers . all ; "
fi
# insert the source data arrays for each RAM module
if [[ " $line " =~ " - -% ARRAYS % - - " ]]
then
for i in $ { PORT_NAMES [ @ ]}
do
# make word subtype , array type , and input array for RAM module
if [ $ { IN_SIZES [ $i ]} - gt 0 ]
then
echo -e " \ tsubtype $ { i } _word_t is std_logic_vector ( $ (( $ {
IN_SIZES [ $i ]} -1) ) downto 0) ; "
echo -e " \ ttype $ { i } _src_data is array ( natural range < >) of
$ { i } _word_t ; "
# store this line so we can use its length for indentation
TMP = " constant $ { i } _array : $ { i } _src_data := ( "
echo -n $TMP
for (( j = 0 ; j < $ { ELEMENT_COUNTS [ $i ]} ; j ++ ) )
do
if [ $j - ne 0 -a $ (( $j % 4) ) - eq 0 ]
then
echo " " # new line after 4 elements
for (( k = 0 ; k < $ { # TMP } ; k ++ ) )
do
echo -n " " # justify elements under previous line
done
fi
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# check if we can output as hex
if [ $ (( $ { IN_SIZES [ $i ]}%4) ) - eq 0 ]
then
echo -n " X \ " "
for (( k = 0 ; k < $ (( $ { IN_SIZES [ $i ]}/4) ) ; k ++ ) )
do
echo -n " 0 "
done
if [ $j - ne $ (( $ { ELEMENT_COUNTS [ $i ]} -1) ) ]
then
echo -n " \ " , "
else
echo -n " \ " "
fi
fi
done
echo -e " ) ;\ n "
fi
done
fi
if [[ " $line " =~ " - -% PROCEDURES % - - " ]]
then
echo "
procedure write_ram_stop is "
echo "
begin "
echo "
wait until rising_edge ( clk ) ; "
echo "
s1_write <= ’0 ’; "
echo "
s1_address <= ( others = > ’0 ’) ; "
echo "
s1_writedata <= ( others = > ’0 ’) ; "
echo "
end procedure write_ram_stop ; "
echo " "
echo "
procedure start_accel is "
echo "
begin "
echo "
wait until rising_edge ( clk ) ; "
echo "
s1_write <= ’1 ’; "
echo "
s1_address <= ACCEL_REG_CTRL & ( s1_address ’ length ACCEL_REG_WIDTH -1 downto 0 = > ’0 ’) ; "
echo "
s1_writedata <= ( CTRL_START = > ’1 ’ , others = > ’0 ’) ; "
echo " "
echo "
wait until rising_edge ( clk ) ; "
echo "
s1_write <= ’0 ’; "
echo "
s1_address <= ( others = > ’0 ’) ; "
echo "
s1_writedata <= ( others = > ’0 ’) ; "
echo "
end procedure start_accel ; "
echo " "
echo "
procedure clear_irq is "
echo "
begin "
echo "
wait until rising_edge ( clk ) ; "
echo "
s1_write <= ’1 ’; "
echo "
s1_address <= ACCEL_REG_CTRL & ( s1_address ’ length -
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ACCEL_REG_WIDTH -1 downto 0 = > ’0 ’) ; "
echo "
s1_writedata <= ( CTRL_CLRINT = > ’1 ’ , others = > ’0 ’) ; "
echo " "
echo "
wait until rising_edge ( clk ) ; "
echo "
s1_write <= ’0 ’; "
echo "
s1_address <= ( others = > ’0 ’) ; "
echo "
s1_writedata <= ( others = > ’0 ’) ; "
echo "
end procedure clear_irq ; "
echo " "
echo "
-- RAM write procedures for each RAM module "
for (( i = 0 ; i < $ {# PORT_NAMES [ @ ]} ; i ++ ) )
do
NAME = $ { PORT_NAMES [ $i ]}
if [ $ { IN_SIZES [ $NAME ]} - gt 0 ]
then
echo "
procedure write_$ { NAME } _ram_start ( loc : integer ;
data : $ { NAME } _word_t ) is "
echo "
begin "
echo "
wait until rising_edge ( clk ) ; "
echo "
s1_write <= ’1 ’; "
echo "
s1_address <= ACCEL_REG_DATA & "
echo "
std_logic_vector ( to_unsigned ( $ { i } ,
$PORT_SPAN ) ) & "
echo "
std_logic_vector ( to_unsigned ( loc ,
$BIGGEST_ADDRESS_SPAN ));"
if [ $ { IN_SIZES [ $NAME ]} - lt 32 ]
then
echo "
s1_writedata <= (31 downto $ { IN_SIZES [ $NAME ]}
= > ’0 ’) & data ; "
else
echo "
s1_writedata <= data ; "
fi
echo "
echo " "
echo "
echo "
echo "
echo "
loop "
echo "
echo "
echo "
echo "
echo " "

end procedure write_$ { NAME } _ram_start ; "
procedure initialize_$ { NAME } is "
begin "
wait until rising_edge ( clk ) ; "
for i in 0 to $ (( $ { ELEMENT_COUNTS [ $NAME ]} -1) )
write_$ { NAME } _ram_start (i , $ { NAME } _array ( i ) ) ; "
end loop ; "
write_ram_stop ; "
end procedure initialize_$ { NAME }; "

fi
done
fi
if [[ " $line " =~ " - -% STIMULUS % - - " ]]
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then
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo

""
"
"
"
"
""

s1_address <= ( others = > ’0 ’) ; "
s1_read <= ’0 ’; "
s1_write <= ’0 ’; "
s1_writedata <= ( others = > ’0 ’) ; "

echo "
-- Initialize each RAM module "
for i in $ { PORT_NAMES [ @ ]}
do
if [ $ { IN_PORT_COUNTS [ $i ]} - gt 0 ]
then
echo "
initialize_$ { i }; "
fi
done
echo " "
echo "
-- Start the accelerator "
echo "
start_accel ; "
echo " "
echo "
-- Clear the IRQ "
echo "
wait until s1_irq = ’1 ’; "
echo "
clear_irq ; "
fi
done

Listing C.3: GTKwave Save File Generation Script
# !/ bin / bash
if [[ $ # != 1 || ! -f " $1 " ]]
then
echo " No filename specified ! "
exit 1
fi

SCRIPTDIR = $ ( dirname $0 )

PORT_NAMES =()
declare -A IN_PORT_COUNTS
declare -A IN_SIZES
declare -A OUT_PORT_COUNTS
declare -A OUT_SIZES
declare -A ADDRESS_SPANS
declare -A DATA_WIDTHS
OLDIFS = $IFS
IFS =$ ’\ n ’
LINES =( $ ( $SCRIPTDIR / find_ports . sh " $1 " ) )
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IFS = ’ ’
for (( i =0 ; i < $ { # LINES [ @ ]} ; i ++ ) )
do
TMP =( $ { LINES [ $i ]} )
NAME = $ { TMP [0]}
PORT_NAMES [ $i ]= $NAME
IN_PORT_COUNTS [ $NAME ]= $ { TMP [1]}
IN_SIZES [ $NAME ]= $ { TMP [2]}
OUT_PORT_COUNTS [ $NAME ]= $ { TMP [3]}
OUT_SIZES [ $NAME ]= $ { TMP [4]}
ADDRESS_SPANS [ $NAME ]= $ { TMP [5]}
done
MODULE = ‘ basename $1 . vhd ‘
GHDL_FILENAME = " $ { MODULE } _wrapper_tb . sav "
cat > $GHDL_FILENAME << EOF
[ timestart ] 0
[ size ] 1623 964
[ pos ] -1 -1
* -26.019609 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
[ treeopen ] $ { MODULE , ,} _wrapper_inst .
[ treeopen ] $ { MODULE , ,} _wrapper_inst . i_$ { MODULE , ,}.
@28
clk
reset
@200
- Avalon Slave S1
@22
s1_address [10:0]
@28
s1_irq
s1_read
s1_write
@22
s1_readdata [31:0]
s1_writedata [31:0]
@28
s1_waitrequest
@200
@28
$ { MODULE , ,} _wrapper_inst . i_$ { MODULE , ,}. ap_done
$ { MODULE , ,} _wrapper_inst . i_$ { MODULE , ,}. ap_idle
$ { MODULE , ,} _wrapper_inst . i_$ { MODULE , ,}. ap_start
@200
EOF
for i in $ { PORT_NAMES [ @ ]}
do
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# RAM module read waveforms
if [ $ { IN_PORT_COUNTS [ $i ]} - gt 0 ]
then
echo " -" >> $GHDL_FILENAME
echo " -$ { i } ( read ) " >> $GHDL_FILENAME
echo " @28 " >> $GHDL_FILENAME
for (( j = 0 ; j < $ { IN_PORT_COUNTS [ $i ]} ; j ++ ) )
do
echo " $ { MODULE , ,} _wrapper_inst . i_$ { MODULE , ,}. $ { i } _ce$ { j } " >>
$GHDL_FILENAME
done
echo " @22 " >> $GHDL_FILENAME
for (( j = 0 ; j < $ { IN_PORT_COUNTS [ $i ]} ; j ++ ) )
do
echo " $ { MODULE , ,} _wrapper_inst . $ { i } _ram_inst . address$ { j }[ $ (( $ {
ADDRESS_SPANS [ $i ]} -1) ) :0] " >> $GHDL_FILENAME
done
for (( j = 0 ; j < $ { IN_PORT_COUNTS [ $i ]} ; j ++ ) )
do
echo " $ { MODULE , ,} _wrapper_inst . $ { i } _ram_inst . q$ { j }[ $ (( $ {
IN_SIZES [ $i ]} -1) ) :0] " >> $GHDL_FILENAME
done
fi
done
for i in $ { PORT_NAMES [ @ ]}
do
echo " -" >> $GHDL_FILENAME
echo " -$ { i } ( write ) " >> $GHDL_FILENAME
echo " @22 " >> $GHDL_FILENAME
for (( j = 0 ; j < 2 ; j ++ ) )
do
echo " $ { MODULE , ,} _wrapper_inst . $ { i } _ram_inst . address$ { j }[ $ (( $ {
ADDRESS_SPANS [ $i ]} -1) ) :0] " >> $GHDL_FILENAME
done
for (( j = 0 ; j < 2 ; j ++ ) )
do
echo " $ { MODULE , ,} _wrapper_inst . $ { i } _ram_inst . we$ { j } " >>
$GHDL_FILENAME
done
for (( j = 0 ; j < 2 ; j ++ ) )
do
echo " $ { MODULE , ,} _wrapper_inst . $ { i } _ram_inst . d$ { j }[ $ (( $ { OUT_SIZES
[ $i ]} -1) ) :0] " >> $GHDL_FILENAME
done
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done

cat >> $GHDL_FILENAME << EOF
[ pattern_trace ] 1
[ pattern_trace ] 0
EOF

Listing C.4: Complete Simulation Generation Script
# !/ bin / bash
if [[ $ # != 1 || ! -f " $1 " ]]
then
echo " No filename specified or no such file ! "
exit 1
fi

SCRIPTDIR = $ ( dirname $0 )
SRCDIR = $ ( dirname $1 )
MODULE = ‘ basename $1 . vhd ‘
SIMDIR = " $ { MODULE } _sim "
if [ -d " $ { MODULE } _sim " ]
then
" Folder $ { MODULE } _sim already exists ! "
exit 1
fi
cp -R " $ { SCRIPTDIR }/ sim_template " " $ { SIMDIR } "
cp $ { SRCDIR }/*. vhd " $ { SIMDIR }/ src "

" $ { SCRIPTDIR }/ make_wrapper . sh " " $1 "
" $ { SCRIPTDIR }/ m a k e _ w r a p p e r _ t e s t b e n c h . sh " " $1 " > " $ { MODULE } _wrapper_tb
. vhd "
" $ { SCRIPTDIR }/ m a k e _ g t k w a v e _ s a v e _ f i l e . sh " " $1 " > " $ { MODULE } _wrapper_tb
. sav "
mv $ { MODULE } _wrapper . vhd " $ { SIMDIR }/ src "
mv $ { MODULE } _wrapper_tb . vhd " $ { SIMDIR }/ testbench "
mv $ { MODULE } _wrapper_tb . sav " $ { SIMDIR } "

Listing C.5: Port Enumeration Script
# !/ bin / bash
OLDIFS = $IFS
IFS =$ ’\ n ’
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if [ $ # != 1 ]
then
echo " No file specified ! "
fi

INPUT =( ‘ cat " $1 " | grep " : IN \|: OUT " | grep -v " \ s * ap_ " ‘ )
PORTNAMES =( ‘ cat " $1 " | grep " : IN \|: OUT " | grep -v " \ s * ap_ " | grep " _ce
[0 -9] " | sed -e ’s / _ce .*// ’ -e ’s /^\ s *// ’| uniq ‘ )
declare
declare
declare
declare
declare
declare

-A
-A
-A
-A
-A
-A

PORTS
IN_PORT_COUNTS
INPUT_SIZES
OUT_PORT_COUNTS
OUTPUT_SIZES
ADDRESS_SPANS

for i in $ { PORTNAMES [ @ ]}
do
PORTS [ " $i " ]= ‘ cat $1 | grep " : IN \|: OUT " | grep " $i " _ | sed -e ’s / : .*//
g ’ -e ’s /^\ s *// g ’| tr ’\n ’ ’ ’‘
done
for i in $ { PORTNAMES [ @ ]}
do
IN_PORT_COUNTS [ " $i " ]= ‘ cat $1 | grep " $ { i } _q [0 -9]\ s *: IN " | wc -l ‘
OUT_PORT_COUNTS [ " $i " ]= ‘ cat $1 | grep " $ { i } _we [0 -9]\ s *: OUT " | wc -l ‘
done
for i in $ { PORTNAMES [ @ ]}
do
# Initialize Arrays
INPUT_SIZES [ " $i " ]=0
OUTPUT_SIZES [ " $i " ]=0
ADDRESS_SPANS [ " $i " ]=0
# Find Inputs
for j in $ { PORTS [ " $i " ]}
do
HAS_INPUT = ‘ echo $j | grep " $i " _q [0 -9]| wc -l ‘
if [ " $HAS_INPUT " - eq " 1 " ]
then
INPUT_SIZES [ " $i " ]= $ (( ‘ cat $1 | grep " $i " " _q0 : IN " | sed -e ’s /.*
STD_LOGIC_VECTOR \ s *(// g ’ -e ’s /\ s * downto .*// g ’ ‘+1) )
break
fi
done
# Find Ouputs
for j in $ { PORTS [ " $i " ]}
do
HAS_OUTPUT = ‘ echo $j | grep " $i " _we [0 -9]| wc -l ‘
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if [ " $HAS_OUTPUT " - eq " 1 " ]
then
OUTPUT_SIZES [ " $i " ]= $ (( ‘ cat $1 | grep " $i " " _d0 : OUT " | sed -e ’s /.*
STD_LOGIC_VECTOR \ s *(// g ’ -e ’s /\ s * downto .*// g ’ ‘+1) )
break
fi
done
# Find address sizes
for j in $ { PORTS [ " $i " ]}
do
ADDRESS_SPANS [ " $i " ]= $ (( ‘ cat $1 | grep " $i " " _address0 : OUT " | sed -e
’s /.* STD_LOGIC_VECTOR \ s *(// g ’ -e ’s /\ s * downto .*// g ’ ‘+1) )
done
done
for i in $ { PORTNAMES [ @ ]}
do
echo " $i $ { IN_PORT_COUNTS [ " $i " ]} $ { INPUT_SIZES [ " $i " ]} $ {
OUT_PORT_COUNTS [ " $i " ]} $ { OUTPUT_SIZES [ " $i " ]} $ { ADDRESS_SPANS [ " $i
" ]} "
done

IFS = $OLDIFS
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